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ABSTRACT
Crowding, and how it affects attitudes toward 
one’s housing and neighborhood is the main focus of this 
study. In addition, the use of housing and neighborhood 
condition in evaluating self and others-**-the salience of 
housing and neighborhood— and the impact of crowding Oil 
this process was explored. Interviews, containing four 
attitude scales to measure housing attitudes and salience, 
were conducted with 100 residents of the Fan District of 
Richmond, Virginia in the spring of 1973. Open-ended 
questions about the nature and subjective definition of 
crowding, the social and psychological responses to 
,crowding and general housing and neighborhood attitudes 
were also included.
The data reveal that crowding reduces satisfaction 
with both housing and neighborhood living space. It has 
no impact on the salience of either. Both forms of 
satisfaction also vary by race and sub-area within the 
Fan District. Although objective crowding of both the 
house and the neighborhood influences how people feel 
about their living arrangements, ”crowding” has little 
personal meaning for most of those interviewed..Crowding 
was subjectively defined by even the most crowded in 
pejorative terms, as associated with poverty, and as a 
condition which could not occur in family or other inti­
mate settings. Responses to how people would deal with 
crowding were vague, since most did not consider them­
selves crowded nor could they imagine what it Would be 
like. This suggests that while crowding may operate in 
subtle ways to affect attitudes,'"crowding" as.it is 1 
usually defined and measured may be a somewhat artificial 
construct.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to explore two sets 
of relationships: 1) the relationship between crowding, 
as part of the home environment, and the attitudes people 
hold toward their housing and their neighborhoods; and 
2) the relationship between crowding and the salience of 
housing and neighborhood as a revealing extension of the 
individual— the willingness of people to use housing &nd 
neighborhood appearance as a measurement tool for judging 
themselves and others.
Basic to both of these relationships is the 
assumption that housing has symbolic value for the inhabi­
tants. Also basic is the assumption that people evaluate 
themselves and others on the basis of extra-personal 
characteristics, e.g., clothing, cars or housing. Here it 
is contended that crowded conditions are evaluated as 
negative aspects of housing and that therefore crowding 
will reflect badly on the individual. The role of crowding 
in shaping attitudes toward living space and judgments 
about living space is a primary focus of the study.
This study is exploratory in nature and seeks to 
describe if and how crowding affects the ways in which
3people respond to their-houses and neighborhoods as well 
as how salient both housing and neighborhood are for 
crowded and uncrowded people alike. It also seeks to 
describe perceptions and definitions of what constitutes 
"crowding." For this reason the study has both structured 
and semi-structured components. It deals with a limited 
set* of housing and neighborhood attitudes in' a structured 
way, and deals with these same attitudes as well as 
attitudes toward and perceptions of crowding in a more 
general fashion.
Crowding, like temperature, is an aspect of the 
physical environment, but the effects of crowding on the 
individual, like those of temperature, may depend on 
factors other than severity alone, such as duration and 
whether the condition is episodic or constant. The 
•variable presence of people within a given space is a 
physical aspect of that environment and therefore part of 
the physical definition of space. The designation 
•"crowded" however, is a social definition of space as well 
as a description of a physical property of space. To be 
"crowded" is part of the perceived symbolic environment. 
And what is defined socially as "crowded" may influence 
responses to crowding more than the physical ramifications 
of crowding.
Overcrowded housing in ghettoes was mentioned by 
the Kerner Commission as an important factor in the out-
break of riots in the 1960?s (National Advisory Commission 
on Civil Disorders, 1968). But historically humans have 
endured extraordinary crowding in extreme circumstances, 
and in some cases the crowding was more severe than was 
considered biologically .tolerable. .(Biderman, 1963). The 
day to day pressure of crowding in a ghetto area may 
combine explosively with other factors of ghetto living on 
occasion to produce a riot as the Commission suggested 
(p. 325) and the permanence of household crowding may 
become episodically intolerable. Crowding under exceptional 
circumstances, such as Prisoner of War camps or slave ships 
may lead to a different response, one where the over­
whelming threat of the situation minimizes the discomfort 
of crowding.
Crowding is mentioned frequently in the press, by 
\riot commissions and in much housing research and planning 
as undesirable and unhealthy— -it is something to be cured 
or alleviated. (See particularly the Report of the 
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, 1968 for 
a discussion of how crowding is related to civil disorder 
and how the press and popular literature treats crowding 
and social violence. Also see Chapin, 1940; Loring, 1956 
and Schmitt, 1966 for research and planning treatment of 
the relationship between crowding and social pathology.)
It is more than likely however, that ghettoes are crowded 
by definition for many researchers and writers and that
5crowding is by definition "bad/" since ghettoes (as the 
term is used in contemporary America), which are crowded, 
erupt into social violence on occasion.
How crowding affects behavior and why it affects 
behavior has never been fully explored. Such a task is 
well beyond the scope of this study. This study will 
focus on a narrow set of behaviors and attitudes: how
people respond— or how they say they respond— to crowding, 
and how crowding affects their particular attitudes toward 
their living space. This study is also concerned with a 
narrow interpretation of crowding: only household and
neighborhood crowding will be considered within a 
particular urban environment.
Just as conditions v;hich are crowded for one person 
may not constitute crowding for another, housing and 
neighborhood satisfaction are relative phenomena. Urban 
researchers have found many factors which influence both 
types of satisfaction and found that these factors have 
different relative weights for different portions of the 
population. In many cases they have found aspects of 
housing and neighborhood which transcend the physical 
properties of housing to be more important in determining 
satisfaction than the physical condition of the house or 
neighborhood alone (Schorr, 1970).
Ethnicity has been found to be important in 
determining housing satisfaction when neighborhoods of
comparable physical condition and crowdedness were 
compared (Wolf & Lebeaux, 1967) . Differences in satisfac­
tion were marked between a stable, low income ethnic area 
and another low income area where little commonality of 
background and lifestyle were found among residents. The 
ethnic poor were far more satisfied than their nonethnic 
poor counterparts in another area of the city.
Social class differences in the perception and use 
of space have been noted (Fried & Gleicher, 1961; Cloward 
& Ohlin, 1960). Differences were particularly marked in 
the use of the street as an extension of household space 
in low income neighborhoods, while in middle income areas 
the definition pf household space did not extend beyond 
the individual housing unit. In low income areas windows 
and doors were typically open and much social interaction 
occurred between window and street; in middle income areas 
the residents spent little time on the street and inter­
action occurred on a door-to-door basis.
Cross cultural differences in the organization, 
perception and use of space have been observed (Hall, 1959, 
1966) and cross cultural differences in the definition of 
crowding have been noted (Schmitt, 1963). Chinese in Hong 
Kong experience normal living conditions which in America 
would be considered overwhelmingly crowded, by virtue of 
different cultural definitions of normal household space, 
family life ana function.
Gans (1962) was one of the first researchers to 
observe the mitigating power of "community attachment" in 
determining housing satisfaction. He noted that residents 
of the West End of Boston felt strong ties to their 
neighborhood— so strong that they were reluctant to leave 
the area when the city decided on an urban renewal program 
for the area which involved relocation. Even though the 
area was considered "slum" by urban planners, the residents 
held views which were starkly contrasting to those of the 
planners.
Cultural definitions of neighborhood and attachment 
to neighborhood have been important in determining satis­
faction in other settings as well. In London a similar 
satisfaction with life in a "slum" was observed (Young & 
Willmott, 1968). Residents of a "run-down” section of 
London, which had been slated for clearance by the British 
government, expressed dissatisfaction with new housing 
which met higher physical standards. The kinship and 
social network of the "slum" neighborhood was not trans­
ferred to the new setting, and was found to have had a far 
-more powerful influence on the way people felt about their 
neighborhoods than the physical state of the houses in 
the neighborhoods.
Satisfaction with living space involves more than 
physical condition. It involves perception and .emotional 
attachment to an area, a sense of identification with an
8area which may derive from the kinship, social and/or 
ethnic makeup of the neighborhood. Conditions which may 
be perceived as inadequate by city planners are not 
necessarily viewed in the same manner by occupants.
Recent literature on crowding has been sparse in . 
comparison with the high-interest period of the 1960's, 
further, it has added little to our understanding of the 
nature and effects of crowding. However, three items are 
noteworthy.
Jonathan Freedman's Crowding and Behavior (19 75) 
has a good analytical review of crowding studies. He dis­
cusses ethological interpretations of animal crowding 
experiments and argues that the results are not transfera­
ble to human populations. Humans have a capability to 
manipulate their environment to relieve possible crowding- 
generated stress as well as to adjust themselves to their 
environment through psychological and social means before 
drastic biological events may become imminent. He argues 
that ethological studies of crowding unfairly underestimate 
the human capability to adapt to hostile situations. He 
also examined the research on crowding among humans and, 
like many others, found the results often ambiguous and 
contradictory. Crowding is sometimes related to some 
kinds of pathology under some circumstances among some 
groups. His view is that crowding (however defined in the 
literature) is not necessarily a bad thing although it may
9be perceived as bad, particularly by urban planners, a 
view I would agree with.
Gans (1976) would also agree with this view and 
maintains that a distinction must be maintained between 
what is unhealthy and what is uncomfortable particularly 
in social policy debates. Crowding can be both, but it 
also may be neither. Newman's work in Defensible Space 
(1973) is important because it discusses the subtle ways 
in which architecture can manipulate behavior. High rise JK* 
housing projects with long corridors in low income areas 
experience more crime than alternative designs which, may 
be as dense, in terms of housing units per acre, but 
broken up into smaller clusters of apartments.
The major point to be derived from the recent 
literature as well as much prior research is that the main 
problem with crowding research is that crowding occurs 
simultaneously with so many other factors that it is 
difficult if not impossible to examine independent effects. 
Crowding, as defined by the Census Bureau, is primarily a 
low-income phenomenon. Low income areas also have higher 
crime rates and morbidity rates. They also produce a dis­
proportionate share of social welfare clients. Even though 
most crowding research revolves around relationships among 
all of these things we have not learned much about the 
nature of the relationships. Studies dealing with 
crowding as stress typically use psychiatric patients or
10
children with emotional or learning problems— special 
populations with which it is difficult to establish 
causality. House-crowding studies usually.use occupants 
of public housing, public agency clients or inmates of 
•public institutions— also populations in which self or 
agency selection may play a significant role in determining 
the outcome of the study, a fact rarely mentioned. 
Successful adapters to crowding in low income areas are 
not very visible because they do not show up in social 
service agency client lists or the criminal justice system. 
The effects of crowding may not be as pernicious as is 
often assumed when separated from other facets of low 
income urban life.
The present study will not attempt to ferret out 
and clarify all of the complex relationships between 
crowding and social pathology or even discuss all possible 
impacts of crowding on all forms of self and housing satis­
faction. Rather the goals here are narrow and specific. 
Definitions of crowding will be explored generally and how 
crowding influences the ways in which people react to their 
living space will receive focused attention. What consti­
tutes "crowding" and "satisfaction" are major areas of 
focus.
Discussion of both crowding and satisfaction is 
based on data collected through interviews with residents 
of the Fan District of Richmond, Virginia. The next
11
chapter outlines the main hypotheses and methodology used 
in conducting the study. It also contains a detailed 
description of the setting in which the study took place.
CHAPTER II
RESEARCH DESIGN
Crowding and satisfaction are explored in both 
structured and exploratory ways* A major concern is how 
something specific (crowding) affects something specific 
(satisfaction), but also of concern is how people define 
both in looser subjective terms. The purpose of the 
following design is to yield a mix of qualitative and 
quantitative data on the same subjects. Both types of 
data will be used to support or reject hypotheses con­
cerning the relationship between crowding and satisfaction.
s
Hypotheses
The first major research question is presented in 
the form of two underlying hypotheses:
I (a) As crowding increases attitudes toward 
housing will become less favorable.
I '(b) As crowding increases attitudes toward 
one's neighborhood will become less 
favorable.
The notion that crowded conditions are generally 
perceived as negative aspects of housing and that attitudes 
toward space will vary by changes in certain objective 
measures of crowding is central hare. This negative con­
dition should lead to a negative evaluation ofvthat
12
condition for both the house and the neighborhood. More­
over, these attitudes should be mutually reinforcing: 
crowded housing should have an impact on neighborhood 
satisfaction and neighborhood crowding should have an 
impact on how people view their- houses within that 
neighborhood.
An underlying assumption is that the house is not 
considered as strictly isolated from the surrounding 
neighborhood by residents of urban neighborhoods, but that 
it is evaluated within the context of the neighborhood, 
at least to some degree. Each is considered in evaluating 
the other and attitudes toward both are reciprocally 
related. For example, an uncrowded well kept house in a 
crowded neighborhood will be valued more than a crowded ... 
house in that same neighborhood; but less than an 
uncrowded house in an uncrowded neighborhood. The three 
houses may be identical in condition, but attitudes 
toward them should vary with the extent of crowding in­
volved in each. Objective crowding of both the house and 
the neighborhood should have a similar general Impact on 
the favorability of attitudes toward chousing, although 
crowding of the house should show a more powerful 
influence. Conversely, objective crowding of the neighbor­
hood and the house should have an impact on attitudes 
toward the neighborhood, but here neighborhood crowding 
seems intuitively more important.
14
The second research question is similar to and 
related to the first. It is also presented in two parts:
II (a) As objective crowding increases, the 
salience of housing will decrease.
II (b) As objective crowding increases, the
salience of neighborhood will decrease.
That people evaluate themselves and others on the 
basis of extra-personal characteristics is basic here.
This asserts that elements of the physical environment act 
as props in social interaction and are taken into account 
in evaluating the actors in interaction. Support for this 
position comes from literature on interpersonal attraction 
which demonstrates the distortion effect that adverse* 
physical conditions can have on perception. For- instance, 
excess heat has been shown to have a negative effect on 
subjects' perception of the attractiveness of another 
■ (.Griff-itt and Veitch, 1971). This same study indicated 
that group size had a similar negative effect on perceived 
attractiveness: the larger the group the less perceived
attractiveness.
From this it is reasonable to assume that crowding 
in the home may act as an adverse stimulus resulting in 
similar perceptual distortion. Respondents from crowded 
areas would be less likely to evaluate their housing as 
attractive and therefore would exhibit negative attitudes 
toward that housing. This negative attachment could have 
the effect of alienating respondents from housing space:
people living In crowded conditions would be less likely 
to identify with housing and less likely to use it as a 
symbolic representation of themselves, or as an instrument 
for judging others. In this way it is similar to taking 
pride in owning a new car.. The house, or car, can be seen 
as a symbolic extension of the individual and thereby 
represent them poorly or well. This symbolic value of 
housing space can be extended to include the neighborhood 
in the same way: those who view housing conditions as
reflecting the character of the occupants will view the. 
neighborhood in the same manner.
As with the first research question a degree of 
overlap is expected between the two forms of salience, and 
crowding of either the home or the neighborhood is expected 
to influence the salience of both. Further, the presence 
or absence of both types of crowding is expected to be 
important in determining salience.
Methodology
Independent Variables '
Crowding is the main independent variable and will 
be measured in three different ways, two of which deal 
with household crowding and one which measures neighbor­
hood crowding.
(a) The Density Ratio. This is the standard measure 
of home crowdedness and was developed by the Census Bureau
16
for their use in the Housing Census. It is simply the 
ratio of the number of household members to the number of 
rooms used for living. It Includes separate kitchens as 
rooms but excludes baths, halls, utility rooms or other 
areas not used'for "living". A density ratio of 1.01 
people per room is generally considered as representing 
"crowding."
(b) The Spatial Index of Family Interaction
(BosSard Index). An alternative to the density ratio has 
been proposed by Bossard (1953), but, to my knowledge it 
has not been used. This is the Spatial Index of Family 
Interaction, and includes the number Of persons in the 
household, the number of personal relationships, and the 
square footage of the household. The index shows the 
number of square feet allotted per potential^ relationship, 
and was designed to tap the additional dimension of inter­
action as well as the spatial dimension of housing, which 
could make it a more sensitive discriminator for the
effects of crowding. The formula for computing this 
N(N-l)index is -— —^ —  divided into the total square footage of 
living space, where N = the number of household members.
(c) Neighborhood Crowding. This variable is taken 
from census data and is the proportion of crowded 
(density ratio 1.01 or more) households on a given block. 
For purposes of this study blocks with 10% or more of the 
housing units falling into this category will be
17
considered crowded. However, for most purposes the 
variable will be considered continuous, to yield a range 
of neighborhood crowdedness.
Dependent Variables
Housing and Neighborhood Satisfaction and Salience. 
The four dependent variables are 1) Housing Satisfaction;
2) Neighborhood Satisfaction; 3) Housing Salience; and 4) 
Neighborhood Salience. All four were measured by eight- 
item summated scales with scores ranging from 8 to 40.
The lower the score on each scale the more satisfying or 
salient the respondent finds housing and/or neighborhood.
. The scales were designed to represent a number of 
housing and neighborhood factors, all of which should 
indicate satisfaction and/or salience to some degree.
They do not include all dimensions of satisfaction or 
salience, but include a few aspects important in deter­
mining satisfactions, such as ease of maintenance, cost 
and comparison with previous housing (see Appendix B, 
pp. 120 - 123 for presentation of scales and responses) .
Each scale is an 8-item Likert scale. Possible 
scores on each item range from 1 to 5, with 1 representing 
greatest satisfaction. As an internal consistency check 
each scale contained four items stated positively, that is, 
expressing apparent satisfaction, and four expressing the 
opposite sentiment on the same dimensions. Each item was 
scored to reflect a "satisfaction" measure rather than
18
have a mix of satis faction and dissatisfaction measures. 
Those stated positively were scored as the response 
appeared on the interview guide. Those stated negatively 
were scored in reverse: a "disagree" (4) response on a
negative item was scored as an "agree" (2) for the scale 
score. The higher the score on any item the greater the 
disagreement with the statement before scoring; after 
scoring the higher the total score the less the satisfac­
tion.
For item analyses each response was coded as it 
was given. This procedure was utilized so that the con- 
sistency of responses could be more easily evaluated and 
to preserve the natural pattern of responses.
Sample
A total of 100 interviews with residents of 
Richmond*s Fan District were conducted using a multi-stage 
purposive sample. To boost the yield of crowded households 
a technique similar to "snowball" sampling was used. 
Respondents were asked if they knew of any households on 
their block which were crowded and information thus 
provided frequently became the basis of selecting the next 
respondent.
The term "Fan District" refers to an area of 
Richmond which lies west of the Downtown business district. 
The name derives from the deviation of major arteries from
19
their normal parallel patterns to angular patterns within 
this area. Seen from the air, the street arrangement 
resembles a fan. This area is among the oldest residential 
areas in Richmond, it experienced early settlement and, 
unlike many parts of Richmond it has an unbroken history 
as a white middle to upper income residential area.
In the widest sense of the term, and the one used 
in this study, the Fan District consists of 9 census 
tracts extending from Belvedere Street on the east to 
Boulevard on the west, Broad Street on the north and the 
James River on the south (see Map, Appendix C). To the 
west of the Fan district lies the West End, and to the 
east is the downtown business area..
The Fan represents a wide range of living Conditions 
and lifestyles, including both very crowded neighborhoods 
and uncrowded neighborhoods as well as a variety of home 
crowdedness conditions. In appearance the housing 
structures throughout the area are similar; most are 
attached townhouse-type dwelling units. There is a 
relative lack of multi-family units (structures of 10 or 
more housing units) and a near total absence of high-rise 
apartment buildings. Typically, the townhouses are 
either occupied by single families or they are divided 
into apartment dwellings, one townhouse serving four or 
five families. Therefore, the housing structures are 
fairly uniform in type, although there is great variation
20
in the condition, of the structures. This allows for 
control of housing type as a factor in determining satis­
faction.
Tracts were chosen for inclusion in the sample on 
the basis of the following two major characteristics:
1) neighborhood- crowding, and 2) racial composition.
•Tracts representing One or more of the following conditions 
were selected: 1) high proportion of crowded housing (10%
or more of households with 1.01 or more persons per room) 
and a high proportion of black households; 2) high propor­
tion of crowded housing with a low proportion of blacks;
3) low crowding with a high proportion of blacks; and.4) 
low crowding with a low proportion of blacks.
Blocks were selected using the same criteria. 
However, block selection was weighted in favor of the 
crowding variable; that is, more blocks indicating higher 
probability of containing crowded dwelling units were 
selected. This was to ensure that crowded households 
would be included in the sample. Adjacent or proximate 
blocks were chosen whenever possible for reasons of time, 
efficiency and.expediency in executing the survey.
Some attempt was made to build in some randomness 
to house selection. When possible a random start was made 
on blocks; where this was not possible a random finish was 
used. The number of houses chosen on each block was pro­
portionate to the total number of houses on the block.
21
(See Appendix A for detailed discussion of selection 
procedures.)
Data Collection
The interview schedule for this study consisted of 
62 individual questions of both structured and semi­
structured types. Four attitudinal scales designed to 
measure Housing Satisfaction, Neighborhood Satisfaction, 
Housing Salience and Neighborhood Salience were each com­
posed of eight structured Likert items. The balance of 
the interview schedule consisted of background questions 
and open ended questions dealing with the respondent1s 
neighborhood, definitions of crowding and the respondent's 
reactions to crowding (see Appendix B for full text of 
schedule).' N
The data were collected during the month of May 
and first week of June 1973. Given the high resident 
turnover in much of the Fan District, it is likely that 
many respondents no longer live in the area and it is also 
likely that some blocks of houses either no longer remain 
standing or house new occupants. However, the trends in 
changing land use in the Fan were firmly established long 
before the interviewing period. And even though the data 
are four years old at this writing, they retain much of 
their validity, particularly in the more stable portions 
of the Fan like Tract .404 and Oregon Hill. Although the
22
restoration and university expansion trends may have 
accelerated since mid-1973, the essential character of 
the Fan District and its immediate surroundings remains 
intact. Therefore, that the data fairly represent the 
reactions of Fan District residents to their houses arid 
neighborhoods can be stated with some degree of confidence.
Description of the Area
While conducting the interviewing four distinct . 
areas were discerned. Residents of tract 404 referred to 
this area as the "Fan-1 and used the term to describe those 
areas within 404 that are either undergoing renovation or 
old well maintained areas. Thus, the "Fan" was considered 
largely within the contexts of renovation and established 
urban elites. White residents of tract 411 .also considered 
their neighborhood to be part of the "Fan." Black residents 
of 411 referred to their neighborhood as part of the "West 
End,1 ’ although in some instances black residents of the 
"West End" lived on the same block as white residents of 
the "Fan." The fourth and most homogeneous area is tract 
412 referred to as "Oregon Hill."
Because much of the discussion of crowding and 
attitudes occurs within the context of these different 
"neighborhoods," a detailed discussion of each area 
appears below. In some instances living in any one of
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these subareas has more bearing on how people respond to 
their environment than any other factor.
The four areas described below have many similarities 
as well as differences. The most pronounced similarity is 
that of land use— all four areas are heavily residential.
In addition house-type is similar across the areas; housing 
in the Fan Proper and Fan 411 are most alike in structure 
and age although not so much in condition. Housing in the 
West End and Oregon Hill are comparable with regard to 
appearance and structure, though they are not comparable 
in age of the structures. The West End and Oregon Hill 
are also similar in that city services such as road 
maintenance and cleaning operations are poorer than in the 
Fan Proper and Fan 411. Further, houses in Oregon Hill 
and the West End are situated on similar sized lots, while 
those in the Fan Proper and Fan 411 are situated on larger 
lots.
The differences between the four areas are particu­
larly important in discussing neighborhood satisfaction, 
and community attachment in general. But these differences 
also have some bearing on housing satisfaction as well. 
Consequently, the discussion of the findings of the study 
is conducted with frequent reference to these distinctions. 
For a major portion of the data analysis census tract 411 
was split into the two categories of Fan 411 and the West 
End in order to preserve these distinctions analytically.
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The "Fan Proper"
The term "Fan Proper" refers to tract 404. This 
area is almost exclusively white; residents are primarily 
young professional families and elderly persons not moving 
during the many years of suburban settlement. This area 
underwent widespread renovation earlier than most other 
sections of Richmond. Residents of renovated houses moved 
to this part of Richmond from suburban areas or other 
cities. The median family income for this area is the 
highest in the Fan. There is a general excitement'about 
living in the Fan and one often hears comments about the 
"renaisance in city living" afforded by living in,the,Fan. 
This sentiment was aptly expressed by one respondent who 
said people living here are excited about revitalizing the 
Fan; "it1s a way of expressing our faith in .the survival 
-and success of a city this size." Census figures for this 
area do not accurately reflect the amount and speed of 
renovation activity, since census data were collected 
before 19 70 and much of the renovation has occurred since 
then.
Physically this area is the most beautiful and 
varied part of the Fan. The majority of houses had been 
renovated within the last 10 years, although this is also 
the location of many large houses built around the turn of 
the century by wealthy families which have been maintained 
through the years. Houses in the area of Lee Circle at
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Monument Avenue^ and Allen Street are three or more 
stories and could easily be called mansions, many having 
eight or more bedrooms. They are detached single family 
houses situated on land area running much above the 
average for this tract. Lee Circle and west along 
Monument Avenue is an established upper middle and upper 
class area and is populated by old Richmond monied 
families. Population is more stable in this area than in 
other parts of the Fan, many houses never changing hands 
since the time of their construction.
This area stands in marked contrast with other 
sections of tract 404. Massive renovation began along 
West Avenue and Park Avenue in the early 19601s and spread 
outward from there. The main.areas of renovation within 
the 404 are from West and Park Avenues south to Grove 
Avenue, westward into tract 410, and within the last few 
years along Floyd Avenue, the border between tracts 410 
and 411. The expansion of Virginia Commonwealth University 
(VCU) is a second major agent of change in. the Fan. The 
university cleared many blocks of low income housing in 
the area in favor of modern educational plant* Thus,.
* tract 404 is heterogeneous insofar as physical appearance 
and land use is concerned, although in terms of population 
it is relatively homogeneous: white, middle and upper
middle class professional.
^-Franklin Street changes to Monument ^ Avenue at 
Stuart Circle.
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"Fan 411"
The term "Fan 411" is used to describe those portions 
of tract 411 that are mainly white and specifically refers to 
houses on the south side of Floyd Avenue and perpendicular 
streets to but not including Main Street. Housing in this 
area is of the townhouse type and is in generally good con­
dition, although very few houses have been fully renovated. 
This tract is the site of more extensive expansion of 
Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) and much of the 
property in the eastern portion of the tract is owned by 
VCU. Residents of this area are more aware of the expansion 
of VCU and realize that for this reason, the area is not 
likely to undergo massive renovation. Turnover in population 
is higher in this area than in 404 or 410.
The population is largely white workihg class. 
Educational level, income and rent are low, and most have 
lived in this area for five or more years, although not 
necessarily in the same house. Most are employed in semi­
skilled or skilled occupations. A higher proportion of 
housing units are renter-occupied in 411 than in 404, and 
more of the structures serve as multi-family units. This 
area experienced slightly later structural development than 
404, although by far the majority of houses were built 
prior to 1939. The houses are solid, permanent structures 
and although they are not as fine in condition as those 
in 404 one still gets the impression that when:they were
built with a substantial investment on the part of the 
original occupants. Variety of frontal appearance is 
greater in this area than in other portions of 411 though 
less so than in 404. This area experienced more building 
during the post World War II housing boom than 404, and 
effects of the suburban exodus are still visible in the 
physical condition of the structures.
The "West End”
The "West End" here refers to that portion of 
tract 411 that is roughly bounded on the north by Main 
Street, on the south by Grayland Avenue, east by Belvedere 
and west by Boulevard. This section is almost exclusively 
black and mostly residential. Main and Cary Streets are 
major arteries in Richmond and therefore portions of these 
streets are dominated by business districts and mixed land 
areas as well as residential areas. Parkwood Avenue is 
exclusively residential while Grayland borders on a 
relatively large business district to the south.
Moving south of Floyd Avenue in 411, the area takes 
on a decidedly different flavor not only in the sense that 
there is a marked change in racial composition, but also 
in the physical appearance of housing structures. Houses 
appear to be more temporary than in other areas and more 
of them were built during the housing boom following World 
War II. Houses are smaller than those along Floyd Avenue
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and more uniform in structural layout and appearance.
"False fronts" are found frequently in this area, while 
they are not in other areas of the Fan.
Although there is limited structural variety in 
housing in this area there is great variety in the condi­
tion of the houses reflecting the variation in economic 
situation of the residents. Main and Cary Streets, have 
high proportions of owner-occupied housing units, while 
Parkwood is almost exclusively renter-occupied. Houses 
are maintained better along the eastern halves of Main and 
Cary, while the opposite is true of Parkwood. Along the 
eastern portion of Parkwood approximately six blocks of 
houses,were cleared for the Richmond Expressway? therefore, 
houses appear on one side of the street while the other 
side is a large, vacant lot. Many respondents recalled
V."
days when Parkwood Avenue in the West End was a tree- 
lined, "decent" neighborhood, one of the better black 
neighborhoods in the city. The few blocks around Addison 
and Main are racially mixed and appear to have the most 
adequate housing.
Although housing in the "West End" is generally 
more deteriorated than in Fan 411, rents in the West End 
are substantially higher, and residents seemed to be 
acutely aware of improprieties in the Richmond housing 
situation. This area was referred to as the West End on 
the part of all black respondents, while white residents
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consistently referred to the same area as part of the Fan. 
There is no clear boundary between the two areas as there 
are some racially mixed areas, but the subjective difference 
is marked. The distinction between the two areas is 
rather arbitrary and is more a fact racially than 
physically, but indicates that subjective definition of 
community is maybe heavily influenced racially.
Oregon Hill
Oregon Hill refers to census tract 412. This area 
is by far the most homogeneous racially, culturally and 
structurally with regard to housing type and condition.
It is one of the oldest sections of Richmond and one of 
the most stable in terms of resident turnover. It is 
solid white working and lower class. Most of the residents 
live and work in the area in unskilled and semi-skilled 
occupations. Income and educational attainment is low—  
the lowest of any area in the sample. Rent is also the 
lowest in the sample. The highest level of education 
encountered in Oregon Hill during the interviewing was the 
11th grade while for all other areas the highest education 
level was at least to the college level.
While this area of Richmond has never been a rural 
area there is a definite rural cast to the pattern of. land 
use, particularly in those blocks closest to the river.
Here animal pens are found in the back yards of many houses 
(mostly dogs, pigeons and occasionally chickens), and cars
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are often abandoned in back yards. Often alleys are not 
paved and many houses have little indoor plumbing. 
Community awareness is highest in this area, residents 
referring to Oregon Hill as a community separate from the 
rest of Richmond. Residents are defensive about the bad 
reputation with which the area has been traditionally 
regarded and are eager to dispel it. Residents here were 
excited about the interviewing situation and used it to 
counter many uncomplimentary myths about the area and its 
inhabitants.
Housing is remarkably uniform in appearance in 
this tract, and the condition of the houses is the most 
. uniform of any area in the Fan. Nearly all the houses are 
two-story dwellings with six rooms, three on each floor.
The size and layout of the rooms is. identical with only a 
r few houses deviating from this pattern. A few have "false 
fronts" but most are made of wood, have linoleum floors 
and are either oil or steam heated.
Home ownership is high in this area, as is crowding. 
Most of the crowded whites are located in this area.
Oregon Hill is more isolated from the rest of the 
city than other parts of the Fan, and its boundaries are 
more clearly delineated. On its eastern border the 
Virginia State Penitentiary separates Oregon Hill from the 
downtown area. On the south, Oregon Hill runs to the 
James River, on the west to Hollywood Cemetery, one of
Richmond’s oldest and largest. On the north it is 
bounded by the Downtown Expressway.
Culturally Oregon Hill is one of the more 
interesting areas in Richmond. It is an old established 
community and its residents consider it to be very special. 
There is little variation in level of education or income, 
or occupation. Most of those interviewed worked in paper 
factories and printing plants located close by. There is 
a very strong "we" feeling here and there is even an 
Oregon Hill "accent" easily identifiable and distinguishable 
from other Richmond speech patterns.
Unlike residents of the other areas in the sample, 
residents of Oregon Hill only infrequently left the 
boundaries of Oregon I-Iill. Most had lived in Oregon Hill 
all of their lives, many families lived here, for several 
generations. They worked mainly in Oregon Hill or very 
close by. They attended churches located within Oregon 
Hill and their children attended schools also within the 
tract. They felt little desire or need to leave the area 
and expressed a slight affinity with only one other section 
of Richmond, a similar though more diverse area on the 
southside of Richmond.
CHAPTER III
FINDINGS.
Because of the importance of neighborhood and 
community attachment in expressing both housing and 
neighborhood satisfaction, much of what follows is centered 
around the differences discussed in Chapter II. The dis­
cussion of the findings proceeds first with a general dis­
cussion of crowding as it occurs in the Fan District.
This is followed by a discussion of the strengths and
weaknesses of each of the four scales, ana how crowding 
affects housing and neighborhood satisfaction. Detailed 
scale findings and item analyses follow. Finally, subjec­
tive findings on the nature of crowding and how7 it 
operates conclude the chapter.
Crowding in the Fan
Eighteen families in the sample have density ratios 
of 1.01 or higher, meaning the household had more members 
than rooms; 11 of these had density ratios of 1.5 or 
higher. The smallest density ratio was .16 and the highest 
was 3.0. In terms of household space, the least space 
available per relationship was 9 square feet while the 
greatest was 3,870 square feet. These figures represent
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a wide variety of both household area as well as household 
membership. The largest house in the sample was indeed 
large, and had 14 rooms, 8 of which were large bedrooms. 
The household consisted of two members, exclusive of 
staff. The smallest household consisted of two members 
to two rooms, a bed-sitting room approximately 9 feet x
12 feet and a kitchen 8 feet x 10 feet. The smallest
household in terms of membership was one individual 
living alone, and the largest consisted of two adults and
seven children. This latter household was the most
"crowded" household encountered by either measure: it had
the highest density ratio and the least space available 
for interaction. The median density was .6 people per 
room and median amount of space per relationship was 
198 square feet (see Table 1). N
The typical, household was composed of a husband, 
wife and at least one child (43 families were composed 
this way). There were 15 single generation households,
23 three-generation households and one 4 generation 
household. The remainder were either living alone (13) 
or with unrelated individuals (5); 73 percent lived in 
single family dwellings and 38 percent owned their homes. , 
Over half (55 percent) had lived in their house less 
than five years, but three-fourths had lived in Richmond 
for 15 years or longer (see Appendix B) •
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TABLE 1
CROWDING IN THE FAN DISTRICT 
(n = 100)
Density Ratio (Cl) 
(Ratio of People 
to Rooms)
.Bossard Index (C2)
(Sq. Ft. of Household 
Space per-relationship)
Neighborhood Crowding (C3) 
(Percent, of Families •with-, 
density ratios 1.01 +)
Category Frequency Category Frequency . Category Frequency
.16 - .50 kb . 9 - 75 25 0 - 6 32
.51 - 1.0 ■■.38.... 76 150 .:: 17 --4 1 H O lo.
1.01-1 .^ 9 7 151 - 300 12 11 - 15 13
1.5 ~ 3.0 1 1 . 301 - 700 ' 25 : 16 - 20 8
701 - 3870 •21 2 1 - 2 8 : 7
Mean .715 b h l 9.7
Median' .597 198 9.7
S. D. A Q b  . 663 6.6
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Neighborhood crowding (C3) varied from 0% of the 
families on a given block living in houses with density 
ratios of 1.01 or more to 28 percent. Median neighborhood 
crowding was 9.7 percent {see Table 1). More whites in 
the sample lived in crowded neighborhoods than blacks and 
crowded blocks were concentrated more heavily in some areas 
of the Fan than others. Owners lived in less crowded 
neighborhoods than renters (Table 2).
Crowded families (d.r. = 1.01+) differ from 
uncrowded families in a number of ways. They are less 
likely to own their homes than the uncrowded families—  
only 2 of the crowded families owned their homes. Crowded 
families are also likely to pay less rent than uncrowded. 
families. They had lived in their houses for shorter 
periods of time than uncrowded families— none of the 18 
crowded families had lived in their houses for 10 years- or 
more compared with 27 of the uncrowded families; 16 of 
the 18 crowded families had lived in their houses less 
than 5 years (Table 3).
Crowded families do not differ from uncrowded 
families in terms of family income nor do they differ in 
having relatives living close-by in the neighborhood and 
in other aspects of lifestyle. There is no difference 
between crowded and uncrowded families in terms of visiting 
patterns; both are equally likely to say they visit in 
the neighborhood and both are equally likely to say that 
most of their friends live in the neighborhoods (Table 3).
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TABLE 2.
NEIGHBORHOOD' CROWDING8*, BY RACE AND HOME OWNERSHIP
Neighborhood
Crowding
' ■ - : 
Total. Sample
. Race 
White Black
<ri of 
fO 10
Home 
. Own 
%
Ownership
Rent
%
0 - 6 32 39.6 23-1* 1*7.1+ 22.6
7 - 1 0 1*0 20.8 61.7 ; 31.6 1*5.*2
11 - 15 13 22.6 .2.1 13.2 12.9
16 - 20 8 9.1* 6.1* 7.9 8.1
21 - 28 7 7.5 6.1* 0 11.3
(100) (53) (1*7) (38) (62)
Cramer’s V = .1*6, p. (.01; V = . 32, p.<.05
6LNeighborhood Crowding - % of families on block with density ratios of 
1.01 people per room or higher.
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TABLE 3
HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
SAMPLE BY CROWDING (DENSITY RATIO)
Total
Density
Ratio
Density 
Ratio 1..01
Characteris tic Sample
%
1.0 or less 
%
or more 
%
Cprrelation3
Home ownership 
Own 38.0 43.9 11.1
Rent 62.0 56.1 88.9 V >  .42**
Length or Residency
5 yrs or less 55.0 47.6 88.9
6 - 10 yrs 18.0 19.5 11.0
11 or more 27.0 32.9 0 T = -.34*
Rent Paid 
$0 - 60 59.0 59.8 55.5
61 - 90 33.0 18.3 39.0
90 or more 8.0 22.0 5.5 T = .13**
Have kin in Area
% yes 46.0 47.6 38.8 V = .12n*s
Visit in Area 
% yes 40.0 39.0 44.4 V = .19n,s
Friends in Area 
% yes 47.0 47.6 44.4 V = .16n*s
aFor nominal level variables Cramer’s V was used as a measure of
association; for ordinal level variables Kendall’s Tau was used 
Correlations were taken from several crosstabs.
*p,«<.05
**pX-01
n,s*Not significant
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Blacks do not differ significantly from whites on 
the density ratio measure of crowding (Table 4). But they 
do differ significantly from whites in terms of household 
space (Table 4) and neighborhood crowding (Table 2).
Blacks have less household space than whites although they 
may share similar number of rooms, (V = . 37, p. <.0l) , but 
whites tend to live on more crowded blocks regardless of 
household crowding, (V = .46, p. <.001 for race and neighbor­
hood crowding) and blacks pay higher rents than whites.
All of the blacks in the sample lived in one census 
tract (411) in the Fan, while whites lived in all three of 
the chosen tracts (404, 411, 412). Nine of the 47 blacks 
interviewed had density ratios greater than 1.0 and nine 
of the 53 whites also had density ratios greater than 1.0. 
All 9 black crowded families lived in the We.st End area of 
the Fan— a subjective defnition of the area shared uniquely 
among blacks in the sample. Six of the nine white crowded 
families lived in Oregon Hill. The remaining 3 white 
crowded families lived in tract 411. Tract 404 yielded 
neither crowded households nor crowded blocks (Table 5).
Crowding does influence the way people feel about 
their houses and their neighborhoods. Those living in 
more crowded households were significantly less satisfied 
with either their houses or where they were located than 
those living in less crowded households. Further, those 
living in crowded houses were less satisfied with their
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TABLE 4 
CROWDING BY RACE
TOTAL
SAMPLE White
RACE
Black
Density Ratio
.16 - .50 44 50.9 36.2
.51 - 1.00 38 32.0 44.7
1.01 - 1.49 7 9-4 4.3
1.50 - 3.0 11 7.5 14.9
100 100 100
Bossard Index
9 - 75 25 ' 20.8 29.8
76. - 150 17 18.9 14.9
151 - 300 12 9.4 14.9
301 - 700 25 17.0 34.0
701 - 3870 21 34.0 6.4
100 100
100 (53) (47)
V = .22, p.y .05, for race and density ratio.
V = .37, p. < .01, for race and Bossard Index (sg. ft. of
household space per family relationship).
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TABLE 5 
CROWDING BY TRACT
TOTAL
SAMPLE
Fan
Proper 
. %
Fan
411
O.
T>
Oregon
Hill
%
West
End
%
Density Ratio
.16 - .50 44 71.4 56.3 34.8 36.2
.51 - 1.00 38 28.6 25.1 39.1 44.7
1.01 - 1.49 7 0 12.5 13.0 4.3
1.50 - 3.0 11 0 6.3 13.0 14.9
Neighborhood Crowding3
0 - 6 32 100.0 43.8 0 23.4
7 - 1 0 40 0 12.5 39.1 61.7
11 - 15 13 0 25.0 34. 8 2.1
16 - 20 8 0 12.5 13. 0 6.4
21 - 28 7 0 6.3 13. 0 6.4
(100) (14) (16) (23) (47)
* Cramer's V for density ratio and tract: V = .24, p. > .05. 
Cramer's V for neighborhood crowding and tract: V = .46, 
p. <. 0l.
Neighborhood Crowding - % of families on block with 
density ratios of 1.01 or higher.
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neighborhoods than those in uncrowded houses. And while 
neighborhood crowding affected housing satisfaction, it 
did not affect how people felt about7their neighborhoods. 
Therefore, the first hypothesis, that crowding decreases 
satisfaction is supported, by the data for both housing and 
neighborhood satisfaction.
The second hypothesis, that crowding would lead to 
a decrease in housing and neighborhood salience, however, 
is not supported by the data. No measure, of crowding had 
a significant effect on housing and neighborhood salience. 
Some items, however, in the salience scales did offer 
interesting findings; these will be discussed in a later 
section. A detailed discussion of the composition and 
utility of the four scales appears below, which is followed 
by a discussion of how crowding affects attitudes as 
measured by those scales.
Scale Validity and Reliability
That the two satisfaction scales do in fact measure 
satisfaction is supported by the data in Table 6.
Responses on each item were correlated with the appropriate 
scale score. As the table indicates, the correlations 
were at least moderate for all items, although some items 
clearly measure satisfaction better than others.
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Housing Satisfaction
For the housing satisfaction scale the strongest 
relationship appears between the item "If given the 
chance, I'd leave this house in a minute," and the scale 
score (r = -.81). This means that those scoring low on 
the scale (meaning greater satisfaction) tended to disagree 
with this statement more often and more strongly than those 
showing less satisfaction. The weakest item in the scale 
is "With only occasional minor repairs this place is easy 
to maintain" (r - .32).
Willingness to move from a house and do so quickly 
probably represents the most central dimension of housing 
satisfaction. A similar item, though stated somewhat 
less negatively produced the second strongest relationship 
(r = -.79 for item 7), while the third strongest relation­
ship is produced by the positive half of this pair (r =
.76 for item 2). (The scales were designed to measure each 
component of satisfaction twice, once in a positive ,or 
satisfied direction and once in a negative or dissatisfied 
direction.)
The statement "With only occasional minor repairs, 
this place is easy to maintain" may measure several things, 
hence the weak relationship between it and satisfaction. 
"Repairs" is likely to have different meaning for owners 
and renters in addition to having different loci of 
personal responsibility for their execution. For instance,
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a leaky faucet may, under most circumstances, be con­
sidered a "minor repair,1' however, for a renter who has 
difficulty in getting a landlord to fix the faucet, this 
may become a major repair. Respondents may have been 
reacting more to this responsibility than to the ease 
of maintenance the statement was intended to measure.
The negative half of this pair captures the ease dimension 
better (r = -.55 for item 5), and carries no reference to 
responsibility. Even so, this pair is the weakest in the 
scale and the scale would be improved by dropping one or 
both of these items.
The other dimensions of satisfaction covered by 
the scale include comfort, the adequacy of the housing in 
meeting one's housing needs and affectionai attachment to 
the house. All of these aspects are strongly correlated 
with the satisfaction score and should be retained in the 
scale composition.
The patterns of relationships between the positively 
stated items and the negatively stated items and the scale 
score are similar and support the substitutability between 
the two sets of 4 items. In fact, many respondents com­
plained about repetitive questions during the scale portion 
of the interview. Since the relationships are stronger 
for the negatively stated items and the scale score, and 
the pattern is one of strict ordering of strength (from 
most negative to the least negative), the four negatively
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stated items would produce the strongest scale while 
'sacrificing little information. However, since the 
adequacy of housing in meeting one's needs appears an 
important dimension of overall satisfaction on logical 
grounds, the,best housing satisfaction scale would consist 
of six items (all present items except 4 and 5). Such a 
scale ivould not only include the major dimensions of 
satisfaction, but also provide important methodological 
opportunities for evaluating the consistency and stability 
of the attitudes through the positive and negative expres­
sion of each attitude.
Neighborhood Satisfaction 
• The results are similar for the neighborhood
satisfaction scale except that here the positively stated 
items show stronger relationships to the scale score than 
their negative counterparts. Further, the two items 
showing weakest relationships are not members of the same 
pair, as was the case in the housing satisfaction scale. 
The two extreme items on the scale showed the strongest 
relationships to the scale score and both deal with 
willingness to leave the neighborhood. As with housing 
satisfaction this desire to stay appears to be the central 
element in neighborhood satisfaction. Also important are 
a feeling of belonging and a feeling of personal safety.
The two weakest items were those most strongly 
stated as facts, and the only ones not directly referring
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to the respondent or his relationships to or within the 
neighborhood. Both are somewhat more abstract than the 
other items in that they refer to the neighborhood as 
somewhat removed from the individual. Further, "unfriendly" 
in an insulting and rather personal word. It may have 
been interpreted as reflecting on the respondent's 
friendliness as well. The weakest relationship appears 
between neighborhood crime rate and neighborhood satisfac­
tion. The term "crime rate" proved troublesome for many 
respondents (not just for the less educated ones), in 
that they did not know what it meant. Many required more 
than one definition before answering, and this confusion 
is evident in both the weak correlation for this item and 
the much stronger relationship for the other member of 
the pair (r = .64 for item 4). Item number 4 explicitly 
refers to feelings of personal safety in the neighborhood, 
feelings the statement about the crime rate was designed 
to measure as well.
Items number 2 and 7, about belonging and 
unfriendliness, were designed as a pair on the assumptions 
that one. would not feel that they belonged in a neighbor­
hood that they felt was unfriendly, and that one who felt 
they belonged in a neighborhood would not find that 
neighborhood to be unfriendly. However, the sharp 
difference between the relationships of these items to 
satisfaction indicate, at the very least, that the items
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do not measure the same attitude in opposite directions 
and that perhaps these assumptions were not justified.
Item 2, about belonging, is logically closer to considering 
a neighborhood one's "real home" (item 3), and the rela­
tionships to satisfaction support this similarity. 
Similarly, the item about unfriendliness may be close to 
expressing the overt hostility in one's environment 
implicit in the phrase "crime rate." Again the relational 
data support such a connection.
This scale would be improved by dropping both the 
unfriendly and crime rate items and retaining the rest. 
Feelings of unfriendliness of one's neighbors could just 
as well be expressed via the "liking the neighborhood" 
and "belonging there" items. Feelings of safety are best 
stated explicitly. This would leave a somewhat lopsided 
scale in that two of the positive items would no longer 
have negative counterparts. However, the two remaining 
negative items would allow some consistency, checks and 
this was the primary reason for their inclusion. The 
resulting six item scale would capture the important 
elements of neighborhood satisfaction and retain its 
methodological strength.
Housing and Neighborhood Salience
Problems with the salience scales axe both more 
numerous and more serious. Neither scale was significantly 
related to crowding or to the other important independent
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variables. Only a few of the items in both scales were 
related to anything of interest or importance. There was 
less dispersion of scores on the salience scales than the 
satisfaction scales, and agreement with certain kinds of 
statements approached unanimity. This suggests that the 
scales are not measuring salience, at least not as it was 
defined: a willingness to evaluate self and others on
the basis of housing and/or neighborhood appearance and 
condition.
Overall, respondents were not willing to pass 
judgment, particularly moral judgment, on the basis of 
housing and neighborhood appearance alone. This was ' 
demonstrated in a number of ways. First, although all 32 
scale items were randomly ordered on the interview 
schedule, salience items required more thought than the 
satisfaction items. Respondents were far more likely to 
hesitate before answering these questions than the.more 
straightforward satisfaction items. Further, after hesi­
tation they were far more likely to say "I don't know" and 
remain uncommitted after encouragement to be more specific 
(see Scales in Appendix B, pp. 120 - 123)•
The number of "no opinions" rises sharply from the 
satisfaction items to the salience items. For example, 
the number of no opinions jumps from four on item number 
20 on the instrument— "If given the chance, I'd leave 
this house in a minute"--to 20 on item 21— "When people
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don’t care what other people think of them it shows in 
their houses;" and from 3 on item 17— "If given the chance 
I'd move from this neighborhood in a minute" —  to 20 on 
item 18— "People who live in run down houses lead run 
down lives." This is not an atypical pattern. The 
highest number of no opinions on any satisfaction item was 
10 for item number 5 (number 27 on the schedule) on the 
housing satisfaction scale, and in this case most no 
opinions were actually "yes and no" types of response.
People were far more likely to agree with 
positively stated salience items than to disagree with 
negatively stated items. If one looks at the response 
patterns in terms of the degree of negative moral judgment 
involved in the statement rather than in terms of the
significance of housing in evaluating others this pattern
\
of reluctance becomes clearer. Scores are both more dis­
persed and the number of no opinions greatest on those 
items carrying the most negative judgments (see items 3,
7 and 8 on the housing salience scale and items 2 and 8 
on the neighborhood salience scale).
Social desirability also plays a role in the 
response to salience items. On most salience items 
responses were skewed in the direction corresponding to 
the question loading. Items which stated nice things 
about people in general and poor people in particular 
got high agreement. Items that stated negative things 
got less agreement.
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Further, the salience items appealed more to people’s 
sense of traditional American values than had been expected. 
Responses reveal consensus on the value and power of 
individual effort, the value of working to better oneself, 
and the desirability of community cooperation and spirit. 
"Poor people can do a lot to make their neighborhoods nice 
places to live" got agreement from 94% of the respondents; 
"If everybody in the community did their share, there 
wouldn't be so many bad neighborhoods" produced 90% agree-, 
ment (items 3 and 7 on the neighborhood salience scale). 
"There is a lot that can. be done to a run down house to 
make it nice if people just try" got 99% agreement, while 
87% agreed that "People should take pride in their houses 
because it lets everyone know what kind of people they are" 
(items 4 and 1 on.the housing salience scale).
One cannot conclude from this discussion that 
housing and neighborhood are not salient in terms of our 
definition, nor can we conclude that they are. Positively 
stated items produced remarkable agreement while respondents 
were less sure about negative characteristics which may be 
communicated by housing or neighborhood appearance. We 
might say that people may judge each other well on the 
basis of housing but not poorly. This may seem somewhat 
inconsistent, but is not necessarily so. While the 
salience scales may say little about salience of either 
housing or neighborhood, the items say a lot about belief 
in certain traditional American values. People in the
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Fan District nearly unanimously agree that people can 
overcome adverse housing situations, that is, they can try 
to change poor housing and if they do try they will 
succeed. They believe that poverty does not reflect 
individual worth, and they believe that cooperative 
community effort is both desirable and effective in 
improving housing and neighborhood conditions.
Crowding and Attitudes
The density ratio measure of crowding proved to
be the most powerful discriminator between those who were
satisfied with their houses and those who were not.
Overall, the density ratio proved the more manageable of
the crowding measures and yielded the most consistent
results. The Bossard Index generally produced results
similar to the density ratio, but the relationships were
weaker and,often ambiguous. The bulk of the crowding
discussion will refer to the density ratio measure. Where
Bossard1s Index yielded different or interesting informa-
2
tion it will be included in the discussion. Neighborhood 
crowding will also be included where appropriate.
One point of interest regarding the Bossard Index 
is that nearly all respondents knew the room dimensions 
for their houses. Collecting this information was not as 
difficult as had been expected. Most respondents could 
easily judge the size of rooms, using rugs or large pieces 
of furniture as measurement tools.
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The overall distributions of scale scores reveal 
that respondents are generally satisfied with their housing 
and their neighborhoods— very few respondents score at the 
upper extreme of any scale (see Table 7). Both of the 
satisfaction scales yielded greater dispersion of scores 
than the two salience scales. Satisfaction and salience 
are distinguishable. One kind of satisfaction is related 
to the other and the same is true for the two kinds of 
salience.
Those who were satisfied with their housing were 
also satisfied with their neighborhoods. And those who 
found housing to be salient also found the neighborhood 
to be salient. There was little relationship between the 
satisfaction scales and their salience counterparts (see 
Table 8).
Crowding had little impact on the salience of 
either housing or neighborhood for respondents. Regardless 
of how crowded the house or neighborhood was, respondents 
were reluctant to evaluate others either positively or 
negatively on the basis of housing or neighborhood.
The salience scales have much narrower distributions 
and involve abstract and moral judgments which many 
respondents were reluctant to make. The number of people 
responding "no opinion" rises sharply from satisfaction 
items to salience items. All 32 items for the four scales 
were combined and randomly ordered on the questionnaire,
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TABLE 7
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF SCALE SCORES
Score SI* S2 S3 S4 SI S2 S3 S4
8 1 7 0 0 25 0 2 8 6
9 1 / 0 o 26 3 1 13 6
10 3 7 0 1 27 5 2 11 1
11 "7. 5 1 0 28 2 3 10 2
12 5 6 1 0 29 4 0 6 1
13 2 4 2 0 30 2 1 1 0
14 3 8 o 3 31 0 0 0 1
15 6 7 1 8 32 1 3 0 0
16 10 7 2 3 33 1 0 0 0
17 8 6 7 8 34 1 0 0 0
18 4 3 0 5 35 0 0 0 0
19 3 2 8 14 36 3 4 0 0
20 4 3 3 10 37 1 0 0 0
21 5 5 7 10 38 0 1 0 0
22 6 2 7 7 39 1- 0 0 0
23 2 0 4 7 40 2 0 0 0
24 4 4 8 7 100 100 100 100
*S1 =
52 =
53 =
= Housing Satisfaction;
= Neighborhood Satisfac­
tion
= Housing Salience
Median
Mean
s.d.
18.5
20.3
7.7
15.4 24.4 20.3 
17.2 23.3 20.5 
7.6 4.4 3.4
S4 = Neighborhood Salience
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TABLE 8
CROWDING, HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOOD 
SATISFACTION AND SALIENCE
(Pearson*s r)
(n = 100)
SI s2 S3 S4 Cl C2 C3
SI 1.0 .68** .18* .18* .39** -.30** .17*
S2 1.0 .lln*s* .25** .40** -.26** .lln,s
S3 1.0 .58** .12n•s• .ion -s- .on-s-
S4 1.0 .12n*s‘ .18* - . 13.n* s
Cl 1.0 .48 ** .18*
C2 s 1.0 -.28**
C3 1.0
SI = Housing Satisfaction
52 = Neighborhood Satisfaction
53 = Housing Salience
54 = Neighborhood Salience
* o, ^ . 0 5
**p.<.01
n •s•Not Significant
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but the shift from an "opinion" state to a "no opinion" 
state was pronounced in many interviews. The reluctance 
to make judgments about others also appeared in the 
unwillingness of respondents to expand or clarify their . 
responses to the salience items. There was also a 
tendency for the number of "no.opinions" to rise sharply 
with the degree of moral judgment involved in the question 
and from positively stated items to negatively stated 
items (see Appendix B for responses to scale items).
In general neighborhood crowding had little 
influence on either housing or neighborhood satisfaction. 
People in crowded houses, however, did view their neigh­
borhood in less positive terms than those in uncrowded 
houses, and neighborhood crowding showed a slight but 
significant relationship to housing satisfaction but had
s
no impact on neighborhood satisfaction (see Table 8).
Neighborhood crowding had more influence on 
housing satisfaction for whites in the sample than for 
blacks and was most important for those living in Oregon 
Hill (Table 9). Blacks and whites alike were unwilling 
to use housing as an evaluative tool in judging others, 
but blacks were somewhat more likely to refuse j udgment 
on the basis of neighborhood appearance. This will be 
discussed later in the context of item analysis.
The density ratio measure of crowding had little 
influence on how people defined the boundaries of their 
"neighborhood." But the amount of household space
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available per family relationship did influence this 
definition. Those with less household space per relation­
ship were far more likely to define their neighborhood in 
terms of their "street" than those in less crowded houses 
or areas (V = .36, p. <.01j'. The less crowded defined their 
neighborhoods in terms of wider areas of at least a "few 
blocks" or as larger areas of the city like "the Fan." 
Blacks were also far more likely to define their neighbor­
hoods as their street than whites (V = .60, p. <.01) (see 
Table 10).
Housing and Neighborhood Satisfaction
Scores on the housing satisfaction scale ranged 
from 8 to 40 for the total sample arid from 8 to 38 on the 
neighborhood satisfaction scale (the lower the score the 
greater the satisfaction). Eleven of the 18 crowded 
respondents had scale scores falling above the mid-point 
of the scale (23.5) compared to one-fifth of the uncrowded 
respondents. Nearly a third (32.9%) of the uncrowded had 
scores between 8 and 15 meaning that they were most 
satisfied with their housing and had agreed with at least 
six of the housing items. Seven out of ten of those 
scoring within this range had density ratios of .5 or less 
nine out of ten had density ratios of 1.00 or less (see 
Table 11).
All 3 crowding measures show significant relation­
ships with housing satisfaction, and support a decrease
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TABLE 10
NEIGHBORHOOD DEFINITION BY CROWDING AND RACE
P E R C E N T R E S P O N D I N G
STREET FEW BLOCKS LARGER AREA TOTAL
TOTAL SAMPLE 50.0 18. 0 32.0 100
Bossard Index*
9 ~ 75 20.0 33.3 28.1
76 - 150 28.0 11.1 3.1
151 - 300 12.0 16.7 9.4
301 - 700 32. 0 27. 8 12.5
701 - 3870 8. 0 11.1 46.9
100 100 100
Race
White 34.0 15.1 50.9 100
Black 68.1 21.3 10.6 100
Cramer's V for Bossard index and Neighborhood Definition:
V = .36, p.<.01.
Cramer's V for Race and Neighborhood Definition:
V = . 60 , p. < .01.
*Square feet of household space per family relationship.
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TABLE 11
CROWDING AND HOUSING SATISFACTION (SI)
SCALE SCORE
DENSITY
RATIO 8 - 15
%
16 - 23
%
24 - 40
%
n
TOTAL SAMPLE 29 42 29 100
Density Ratio
.16 - .50 68.9 45.2 17.2 44
(20) (19) (5)
.51 - 1.00 24.1 42.9 44.8 38
(7) (18) (13)
1.01 - 3.0 6.9 11.9 37.9 18
(2) (5) (11)
Kendall's Tau = .27, p.^.01.
Figures in parentheses are cell frequencies.
6°
in satisfaction with incremental increases in crowding 
(see Table 8, p. 54).
Seven or the 18 high density ratio respondents 
(38.9% of those with d.r.'s of 1.01 or more) scored above 
the midpoint of the neighborhood satisfaction scale, 
compared to 14 of the low density ratio respondents 
(17.0%). In general scores were lower on the neighborhood 
satisfaction scale than on the housing satisfaction scale, 
meaning that people responded more favorably about their 
neighborhoods than about their houses. Nevertheless, the 
impact of crowding on neighborhood satisfaction is clear. 
One-third of those scoring above the midpoint of this* 
scale were high density ratio respondents. And more than 
one-third of the high density ratio respondents scored 
over the midpoint (see Table 12).
The crowded and uncrowded alike tended to have 
definite feelings about their houses and neighborhoods; 
very few items on either scales produced "no opinion" or 
other forms of ambiguous response. It was only when atten­
tion shifted away from the respondent's particular situa­
tion to "housing" and "neighborhood" as abstractions that 
people became less certain about their feelings.
Since the range of housing options any given 
individual faces is in part determined by economic 
resources available to him, a series of partial correla­
tions were performed on the data to see how much of the
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TABLE 12
CROWDING AND NEIGHBORHOOD SATISFACTION (S2)
SCALE SCORE
DENSITY
RATIO 8 - 15
%
16 - 23
%
24 - 40
%
n
TOTAL SAMPLE 51 28 21 100
Density Ratio
.16 - .50 49.0 53.6 19.0 44
(25) (15) (4)
.51 - 1.00 39.2 28.6 47.6 38
(20) (8) (10)
1.01 - 3.0 11. 8 17.9 33.3 18
(6) (5) (7)
Kendall's Tau = .23, p. ( .01.
Figures in parentheses are cell frequencies.
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relationship between crowding and satisfaction is due to 
income and income-related aspects of background. Control­
ling for income reduced an initial correlation of r = .39 
to .36, while controlling for occupation reduced it to .34. 
Race decreased it to .36, and the combined influence of 
income, occupation and race reduced it to .34. The rela­
tion between crowding and neighborhood satisfaction in­
creased slightly from r - .39 to r - .40 under these same 
controls.
Therefore, crowding is certainly an important 
determinant of satisfaction. The more crowded the house­
holds are the less satisfied the occupants are likely to 
' be with those houses. And the more crowded the household 
the less satisfied the residents will be with their 
immediate surrounding neighborhood (see Table 13).
While crowding clearly influences how people feel 
about their houses and their neighborhoods it is not the 
only determinant of satisfaction. Other variables, some 
of which are related to crowding are also important. It 
appears that other factors operating jointly with crowding 
can either magnify the impact of crowding or mediate it 
to some degree.
Blacks on the whole are significantly less satis­
fied with their houses and neighborhoods than are whites.
A second important influence is the subarea of the Fan in 
which the respondent lives (see Tables 14-15). Most
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TABLE 13
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS FOR CROWDING 
AND SATISFACTION
Partial r Si
(Housing)
S2
(Neighborhood)
Zero Order
Density Ratio .39* .39**
Income 16n* s’ -.ion -s -
Occupation -.23* -.08n,s*
Race .29* .34**
First Order
Crowding and Satisfaction 
controlling for:
1) Income .37** .38**
2) Occupation .34** .39**
3) Race .36** .37**
Third Order
Crowding and Satisfaction 
controlling for:
: ■; '
Income, Occupation and Race .34** .40**
*p.< . 05
**p.< .01
n*s*Not significant.
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TABLE 14
HOUSING SATISFACTION BY RACE AND TRACT
SCALE SCORE
8 - 1 5
%
16 - 23 24 - 31
% %
32 - 40
Q.
n
TOTAL SAMPLE 29 42 19 10 100
Race .
White 34.0 50.9 13.2 1.9 53
(18) (27) (7) (1)
Black 23.4 31.9 25.5 19.2 47
(11) (15) (12) (9)
Tract
Fan Proper 35.7 50.0 14.3 0 14
(5) (7) (2)
Fan 411 37.5 • 62.5 0 0 16
(6) (10)
Oregon Hill 30.4 43.5 21.7 4.3 23
(7) (10) (5) (1)
West End 23.4 31.9 25.5 19.2 47
( ID (15) . (12) (9)
Cramer's V for Race and Housing Satisfaction: V = .39, 
V = .39 , p.< . 01.
Cramer's V for Tract and Housing Satisfaction: 
v = .24, p.<.05.
Figures in parentheses are cell frequencies.
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TABLE 15
NEIGHBORHOOD SATISFACTION BY RACE AND TRACT
SCALE SCORE
8 - 1 5
%
16 - 23
%
24 - 31 
%
32 - 40
Q,*o
n
TOTAL SAMPLE 51 28 13 8 100
Race
White 58.5 34. 0 7.5 0 53
(31) (18) (4)
Black 42.6 21.3 19.1 17.0 47
(20) (10) (9) (8)
Tract
Fan Proper 50. 0 42. 8 7.1 0 14
(7) (6) (1)
Fan 411 43.8 43. 8 12.5 0 16
(7) (7) (2)
Oregon Hill 73 . S 21.7 4.3 0 23
(17) (5) (1)
West End 42. 6 21.3 19.1 17.0 47
(20) (10) (9) (8)
Cramer's V for Race and Neighborhood Satisfaction:
V = .43,’ p. < . 01.
Cramer's V for Tract and Neighborhood Satisfaction:
V = .29, p.< .01.
Figures in parentheses are cell frequencies.
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satisfied with their houses were residents of Fan 411; 
all of these people had scale scores between 8 and 23. 
Next, in descending order of satisfaction, were residents 
of the Fan Proper; here 12 out of 14 scored between 8 and 
23. Residents of Oregon Hill were the least satisfied 
with their housing among whites, while blacks in the West 
End were the least satisfied among all four groups; 21 cf 
the 47 blacks interviewed scored between 24 and 40, the 
upper half of the scale. All but 1 of those scoring 
between 32 and 40 were black.
A different pattern emerges for neighborhood 
satisfaction. While residents of Oregon Hill were the 
least satisfied with their housing among whites, they were 
the most satisfied of all groups with their neighborhoods. 
Seventeen of the 23 residents of Oregon Hill interviewed 
scored between 8 and 15 on the neighborhood satisfaction 
scale, compared with half of the residents of the Fan 
Proper, the next most satisfied group. All of the resi­
dents of the Fan Proper, Fan 411 and Oregon Hill scored 
between 8 and 31. Again, least satisfied among all groups 
were black residents of the West End. Thirty-six percent 
of the blacks scored between 24 and 40 -on this scale and 
all but 4 of the 21 respondents scoring within this range 
were black. '
When each area and racial group is looked at 
separately the relationships between crowding and
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satisfaction take on a different character. Further, the 
initial observed relationship between neighborhood crowding 
and housing satisfaction for the sample becomes visible as 
almost entirely due to the influence of Oregon Hill.
For the sample as a whole the relationship between 
crowding and housing satisfaction was moderate (T = .36, 
p. <.01) (see Table 9, p. 56) and for neighborhood satis­
faction a roughly similar relationship was achieved (T = 
.24, p. < . 01) . When split into racial categories the rela­
tionship for housing satisfaction remains steady at .31, 
p.< .01 for blacks and decreases to ..23, p.<.01 for whites. 
For neighborhood satisfaction the influence of crowding 
decreases dramatically for whites- (T = .17, p.<.05), 
while for blacks the relationship becomes even stronger 
(T = .30, p. < .01). This could in part be a function of 
the- less household space available to blacks than whites 
rather than the number of rooms. Bossard's index produces 
a slightly weaker relationship between crowding and satis­
faction for the total sample than the density ratio (T =
-. 29, p. 01) , but it behaves similarly to the density 
ratio for each separate racial group. For whites the 
relationship weakens to T = -.19,p. < .05, and remains 
unchanged for blacks at -.27, p.^.01. Crowding has more 
influence on neighborhood satisfaction for blacks than 
whites using this measure as well (T = -.18, p. <..05) for 
whites, and T = -.30, p. <.01 for blacks. •
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More likely this is due to the wider range of 
living conditions and economic circumstances enjoyed by 
whites in the Fan. Another factor which may reduce the 
impact of crowding for whites is - the community attachment 
encountered in certain white areas of the Fan while no 
such attachment to the neighborhood was found in the West 
End. This extra fondness of an area may reduce housing 
shortcomings in importance for maintaining satisfaction 
with one's house and neighborhood.
When the data were split by area the relationship 
between crowding and satisfaction differed across these 
groups. The relationship between housing satisfaction 
and crowding became very strong in the Fan Proper (T = .65, 
p.^,01)r it disappeared in Fan 411 (T - .09, p.>.05) 
weakened in Oregon Hill (T = .17, p;>.05) and remained the 
same in the West End.
In Oregon Hill, however, neighborhood crowding 
showed a significant relationship to housing satisfaction 
(T = .31, p.<.05} where no such relationship exists else­
where. The number of cases in each of these categories 
is quite small, and therefore, the results must remain 
suggestive rather than conclusive. Nevertheless, the vast 
discrepancies among the areas is compelling and suggests 
attitudinal differences upon- which cultural differences 
may have some bearing.
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Oregon Hill is a tightly knit community in which 
"neighborhood" is very important. Everyone interviewed 
referred to Oregon Hill as a community distinctive for its 
age, social stability, relatively low turnover in popula­
tion and friendliness. Most referred to it as being low 
in crime although statistics for the area may indicate 
otherwise. Fourteen out of 23 referred to Oregon Hill as 
the boundary of their neighborhood, which compares to nine 
out of 16 in the Fan Proper referring to the Fan as their 
neighborhood, and five out of 47 in the West End referring 
to it as their neighborhood. When asked where they grew 
up 15 of the 23 responded Oregon Hill. Not only is this 
reflective, of strong community identification in Oregon 
Hill, but also of the stability of the area. This strong 
attachment to the area seems to act'in a similar fashion 
as the community attachment to the. Boston West End dis­
cussed by Gans (1962). In Oregon Hill people were least 
satisfied with their housing among the whites, but they 
are the most satisfied of all the groups with their 
neighborhood. Since the attention of people in Oregon 
Hill was focused so strongly on the community, this may 
explain the low correlations between the house-crowding 
measures and housing attitudes as well as the fact that 
none of these correlations approach significance. In 
addition, this attachment may account for the relationship
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between neighborhood crowding and housing satisfaction in 
this area while no such relationship holds for the other 
areas.
No such community attachment was expressed in the 
West End. Here people pointed to the role of the city in 
maintaining housing standards and city responsibility in 
ameliorating poor housing conditions. More mention was 
made of improprieties in the housing situation in Richmond 
than in any other area and the "rent man" was often 
characterized as a villain. The instability of housing in 
the West End was often pointed out. The difficulty of 
getting things fixed in the houses was dramatized fre­
quently and people here were most likely to point out the 
shortcomings of their own houses, such as inadequate 
closet space, if any. The physical aspects of housing 
appear to be more important in this area than in the others, 
and people here seem more aware of housing as a city-wide 
issue.
The West End is culturally homogeneous only insofar 
as it is'racially homogeneous. The area was consistently 
referred to as the "West End" as distinctive from the 
larger Fan, which was viewed by black residents as a 
separate white area. The cultural aspects of "blackness" 
may very well have some influence on the way that people 
view and feel toward their housing and neighborhoods. 
Further, since much of the debate over housing in cities
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is conducted within the context of racially segregated 
'ghetto.es, black respondents may have been more acutely 
aware of the failure of many urban renewal programs, and 
therefore eager to validate that failure by underscoring 
their own housing conditions. Although Oregon Hill and 
the West End are similar in housing condition and 
appearance, a powerful attachment to the community in 
Oregon Hill appears to mediate the influence of housing 
deterioration on housing satisfaction and increases the 
importance of neighborhood in determining housing satis­
faction. In Oregon Hill internal household crowding had 
little impact on housing satisfaction, but neighborhood 
crowding did influence satisfaction with the house, but 
not with the neighborhood.
Dimensions of Satisfaction
The housing satisfaction scale proved to be the 
stronger of the two satisfaction scales (see pp. 41 - 47 
for discussion of scale validity and reliability). Scores 
on this scale were both more strongly and consistently 
related to important independent variables. The neighbor­
hood satisfaction scale, however, produced more interesting 
responses in that the items frequently sparked spirited 
explanations and digressions. Unlike statements about 
housing, respondents often underscored their feelings about 
their neighborhoods and verified them in different ways
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at different points in the interview. Regardless of 
which area of the Fan was under consideration, respondents 
expressed enthusiasm about and willingness to talk about 
"neighborhood."
How residents of the Fan feel about their houses 
and their neighborhoods becomes clearer when the individual 
items in each scale are examined. The scale scores are 
useful in describing general feelings of satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction, but the particular components of those 
general feelings are visible only when the items are 
treated individually.
Item Analysis
All eight items in the housing satisfaction scale 
were sensitive to crowding, as measured by the density 
ratio (see Table 16). Four of the neighborhood satisfac­
tion items were responsive to this measure (Table 17), 
only three of the items in housing salience scale were 
sensitive to crowding, (Table 18), and none of the 
neighborhood salience items demonstrated sensitivity to 
crowding.
The most sensitive of any item was the statement 
"If I had things my way, I’d rather live in another 
house." This showed an inverse relationship to crowding 
(T = -.34, p.^.Ol). The item next most strongly related 
to crowding was "If given the chance, I'd leave this 
house in a minute," the most extreme "dissatisfaction”
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item (T = -.33, p.^.Ol). Respondents agreed with these 
statements as crowding increased, and they agreed more 
strongly than those in less crowded houses. The third 
most strongly related item was the first item on the 
questionnaire, and was intended to capture the greatest 
satisfaction: "I like this house so much I wouldn't move
under any circumstances." This item correlated at .27, 
p*<.01, with crowding, greater disagreement occurring among 
more crowded individuals. The implication from these three 
items is clear: as crowding increases people are more
.likely to voice a willingness to move to other quarters, 
if only they could. The items also demonstrate considera­
ble consistency of response on this dimension; the two 
extremes of the scale were separated by nineteen other 
items, indicating they measure stable attitudes (Table 16).
The more crowded individuals disagreed with those 
items expressing satisfaction and agreed with dissatisfac­
tion items significantly more than less crowded people.
And since the scale was equally divided between positive 
(satisfied) and negative (dissatisfied) question tone, 
crowding is positively related to agreement with the four 
.negative items and negatively related to agreement with 
the four positive items (see Appendix B for scale presenta­
tion and coding procedures). Crowding was most powerfully 
related to a desire to move from the. present house, a 
reasonable indicator of dissatisfaction.
Crowded respondents were more likely to agree 
that "It would take a lot of work to make this a comforta­
ble place to live" than less crowded individuals (T = -.21, 
p. ^ .01) and to disagree that "With only occasional minor 
repairs this place.is easy to maintain” (T = .19, p.^.01)• 
Those in more crowded houses felt that normal household 
chores were more difficult to accomplish than those in 
less crowded conditions. They agreed more strongly with 
the statement "Even the simplest task around here seems 
like a major operation" (T = .17, p. <.01) . Crowded 
respondents disagreed that "Of ail the places I've lived, 
this is the best for my needs and the needs of my family" 
more often than the less crowded (T = .17, p.<.01), and 
that "This place is pretty easy to take care of" (T =
.13, p.< .05) .
Crowding, then, influences .the way in wThich 
residents of the Fan perceive the ease or difficulty of 
day to day living within the house. Regardless of whether 
this is actually the case, the attitude is well expressed 
by the above results. Crowded people see their houses 
as requiring more repair, and more effort to maintain than 
those living in less crowded houses. Further, they are 
more willing to leave their houses in favor of another 
place to live than uncrowded people. They say they would 
like to move and, in fact, the crowded people in the area 
did live in their houses for a shorter period of time than
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the uncrowded, as indicated by both census and the sample 
data (see Table 3, p. 37 for sample data). Crowded blocks 
had higher turnovers than uncrowded blocks as well (see 
Block Statistics for Richmond, 1970 Census of Housing).
Any of these differences in attitude may be 
attributable to class differences and differences in life­
styles between more crowded and less crowded.people.
Crowded people may differ from uncrowded people in many 
ways which would both lead to becoming crowded and to 
their having less favorable attitudes toward housing.
Their higher mobility may account for some of the diffi­
culty they perceive in maintaining their houses. And people 
"who become crowded may differ srgnificantly from those who 
do not in terms of how they view and use household space 
. and, more importantly, in economic behavior that may affect 
standard of living.
This project cannot shed much light on the processes 
involved .in becoming crowded or the role of. crowding, or a 
predisposition toward crowding in broad forms of social 
behavior. Although a symmetrical relationship cannot be 
strictly ruled out, the data do indicate that crowding 
.influences housing attitudes, and do not support the 
reverse. There was no indication that crowded people were 
lazier than uncrowded people or that they were less con­
cerned with economic betterment. If anything, the data 
show they were equally concerned with these issues. The
crowded people were very similar to the uncrowded in most 
respects, except in how they felt about their houses and 
their neighborhoods at that time. Partial controls for 
income and occupation discussed earlier for the scale 
scores did not substantially diminish the influence of 
crowding on attitudes. Therefore, the direction of 
influence can be established with some confidence: 
crowding affects housing attitudes, and while household 
membership may influence how household space is used and 
the amount of household space an individual wants or needs, 
crowding does influence how people in the Fan feel about 
their present housing situation.
When asked about how much household space they 
would like to have, the crowded did not differ substan­
tially from the uncrowded. The crowded individuals were 
more likely to say that they need additional bedrooms and 
closet space, but in most instances the estimate of the 
number of rooms required to adequately house their 
families, most respondents were quite realistic. No one 
indicated they required much more space, and in some 
instances respondents said they had more space than they 
needed or liked. Asked what their ideal house would be 
like, the crowded and uncrowded alike described it in 
terms which were very close to their current situation.
None described conditions which would have been a radical 
departure from their present houses. This supports the
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finding that overall respondents were fairly satisfied 
with their housing. The crowded, however, were less 
satisfied than their uncrowded counterparts.
The four crowding related items in the.neighborhood 
satisfaction scale reveal that the more crowded have less 
attachment to their neighborhoods and would leave if given 
the opportunity, just as they would move from their houses 
if circumstances arose making this a viable option 
(Table 17). The more crowded respondents also saw their 
neighborhoods as more dangerous than the less crowded 
respondents. Three of the four items related to crowding 
dealt with leaving the neighborhood. The strongest 
relationships appeared between crowding and the statements 
"If given the chance I'd move from this neighborhood in a 
minute" (T = -.33, p»< . 01) and "This neighborhood is OK,
N
but I'd rather live somewhere else" (T = -.34, p.{.01). 
Consistent with these two items was the disagreement with 
the statement "I like this neighborhood so much I wouldn't 
leave unless I had to" (T = .21, p.<.01) on the part of 
the crowded. As crowding increased respondents were more 
likely to agree with the statement "The crime rate in this 
neighborhood is too high to suit me" (T = -.12, p. <.05).
The impact of crowding on attitudes is consistent 
both across.items and across scales. The results show 
that as crowding increases, satisfaction with both one's 
housing and one's neighborhood decreases in many important
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and measurable respects, and that attachment to both one's 
house and one's neighborhood as measured by a desire to 
remain, decreases steadily as household crowding rises.
The crowding measure was related to three items in 
the housing salience scale (Table 18), but there was some 
ambiguity to the results. Crowded people were somewhat 
more likely to agree with the statement "People should 
take pride in their houses because it lets everybody know 
what kind of people they are" than the less crowded in the 
sample (T = -.16, p. <.05). But they were also more likely 
to agree with the statement "People shouldn't be judged 
by their houses" (T = -.22, p.<.01).
These items do not measure precisely the same 
sentiments, so they are not necessarily inconsistent. 
Respondents may have been focusing more on the first half
' 'h
of the first statement than on the latter part, agreeing 
that people should take pride in the way their houses 
appear to others, and also agreeing that the appearance 
of a house reveals something about the occupants. However, 
the overall feeling that housing does not reveal much 
about an individual on the part of more crowded respondents 
is confirmed by their stronger disagreement with the 
statement "People who live in run down houses don't think 
very highly of themselves" (T = .18, p.<.01). And this 
feeling is consistent with the statement that people 
shouldn't be judged on the basis of house appearance.
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Race is also related to some dimensions of housing 
and neighborhood satisfaction in important ways (Tables 
16 and 17). Overall, blacks were less satisfied with both 
their houses and their neighborhoods as demonstrated by 
their scale scores (Tables 14 and 15). And they discussed 
unpleasant feelings of less control over their housing 
situation and choice of places to live than whites. They 
voiced feelings of victimization by the city and by the 
"rent man.” They appeared more concerned than whites with 
the physical layout and condition of both their houses ana 
their neighborhood. They also spoke of a lack of community 
cohesiveness and spirit, while white respondents empha­
sized these aspects of their neighborhoods and devalued 
many of the physical shortcomings of their houses. These 
concerns also appear in the item analysis and reinforce
N
statements which were volunteered or otherwise brought up 
through probing.
Blacks were far more likely than whites to indicate 
they would leave both their houses and their neighborhoods 
"in a minute" if given the opportunity (V = .42, p.<.01, 
and V = .40, p.<.01 for the housing and neighborhood items 
respectively). They disagreed that they "belonged" in 
the neighborhood more often than whites (V = .33, p.< .05) 
or that they liked their neighborhoods so much they 
wouldn't leave unless they had to (V = .37, p.<.05).
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These sentiments were expressed consistently 
across different items designed to measure the same 
attitudes in different directions. They said they would 
rather live in another neighborhood (V = . 34, p. < .05) 
and another house (V = .43, p. C.01), more often than 
whites.
Blacks tended to agree with the statement that 
"when a neighborhood is run down, that doesn't mean that 
people don't care about the neighborhood" more often than 
whites in the sample (V = .28, p.>.05) (Table 18). This 
> relationship approaches significance, but more importantly, 
it is consistent with other statements made by blacks . 
regarding their apparent lack of control over their 
housing and neighborhood situation relative to whites.
: Many black respondents repeatedly stated they had com­
plained to the city about trash buildup and to their land­
lords about repairs which were necessary, but that neither 
the city nor their "rent men" responded to these complaints.
These feelings of dissatisfaction and powerlessness 
were persistent themes among black interviews, but not 
among whites and reinforce the scale and item findings.
House type and condition in the "West End" is similar to 
that of Oregon Hill, but the orientation of the residents 
of each area is sharply different. Residents of the West 
End look upon the city as benefactor as well as oppressor. 
They express hope that the city can change inequitable
situations for them. In Oregon Hill, the city is viewed 
only with suspicion.
A tendency to shift responsibility for certain 
aspects of housing maintenance away from the individual 
was observed on the part of black respondents while those 
in Oregon Hill embraced such responsibility. The city 
was frequently cited as lax in its responsibility to 
enforce housing regulations and maintain basic services 
such as road maintenance in the West End, whereas the 
Oregon Hill residents focused their attention on the con­
dition of the individual dwelling and the responsibility 
of the tenant to keep the premises clean and orderly.
While both groups expressed belief in the power of the 
individual to clean and repair one's home and the responsi 
bility to do so, the responsibility of landlord and city
N
to perform their respective duties was apparently of more 
concern to black residents. Oregon Hillers stressed non­
interference by the city in their housing affairs, while 
West Enders stressed the importance of the delivery of 
essential city services as absolutely necessary in pre­
serving the integrity of the neighborhood, in addition to 
individual responsibility toward the neighborhood.
Statements such as "There is only so much one 
person can do to keep a place nice if the rent man and 
the city don't care" were heard frequently in the West End 
but not in Oregon Hill. The city and landlords were often
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cast in the role of oppressor and destroyer in the West 
End, particularly in reference to urban renewal. Be­
wilderment was expressed about the razing of whole blocks 
of houses along Parkwood and Grayland Avenues in anticipa­
tion of freeway construction, which was then delayed for 
years. The buildings were torn down and vacant lots 
remained for at least a six block stretch. Many expressed 
the hope and belief that the researcher could help change 
their situation by drawing attention to what they saw as 
unfair treatment by the city government and by unfeeling 
landlords.
Both age and length of residency have some bearing 
on housing and neighborhood attitudes. Older residents 
of the Fan expressed greater attachment to their houses 
than younger residents and attached more significance to 
certain aspects of housing and neighborhood than younger 
residents.
Two items in the housing scale, both relating to _ 
moving were related to age. Older residents agreed with 
the statement "I like this house so much I wouldn't move 
under any circumstances" far more often than younger 
. residents (T = -.27, p.<.05), and said that they would 
rather not live anywhere else (T = .28, p.< .05) (Item 4) 
more often than younger residents. This may reflect the 
greater difficulty involved in moving for older indi­
viduals than for younger ones, but attachment was expressed
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In other ways as well. They agreed far more often that 
they felt "this neighborhood is my real home" (V = .47,
p. <.. 01) .
Older residents of the Fan expressed the belief that 
housing appearance reflects on the occupants and that 
neighborhood appearance was the responsibility of the 
residents more often than younger residents. Older resi­
dents were more likely to believe that "If everybody in 
the community did their share, there wouldn't be so many 
bad neighborhoods (T = -.14, p. <.05) (Table 18). They 
believed that it was the individual's responsibility to 
see that their housing was well maintained, and agreed 
that "When people don't care what other people think of 
them it shows in their houses" (T = -.24, p. <..05) . Older 
people also believed that "People who live in run down 
houses lead run down lives" (T = -.35, p. <.05) more so 
than younger respondents.
Length of residency is related to a reluctance to 
leave the neighborhood as well as a sense of belonging in 
the neighborhood (Table 17). Those respondents who had 
lived in their houses for a greater length of time agreed 
more often with the statement that this neighborhood was 
their real home (T = -.32, p.<.05). Long term residents 
also agreed that "Since neighborhoods reflect on everyone 
who lives there, people should try to make others take 
care of their houses" more often than those who had lived 
in their houses for less time (T = -. 14, p. 01) .
The salience of housing appearance was demonstrated 
in ways other than scale score and item response. Quite a 
few respondents said they "always try for self improvement, 
and one way of demonstrating that improvement to oneself 
as well as others is through obtaining a better house.
More than once I was advised to stay away from houses of 
certain appearance by respondents concerned for my safety. 
Many times I was advised along lines of "if a house don’t 
look right, don't go in or near it; you know, if it look 
like trash live there. You stay away." Only on one 
occasion did a speedy departure become necessary. Advice 
to avoid run-down looking neighborhoods was also given by 
some respondents. Indicators of a "run down" state were 
given as, vacant lots, abandoned and boarded-up houses, 
broken windows, the visibility of adult men on the block 
during the working day, and the absence of gardens.
These suggestions were taken in the spirit they 
were offered and represent sound advice for lone inter­
viewers wandering around economically depressed areas of 
a city, but they also suggest that housing and neighbor­
hood appearance is salient for city residents. And, 
although salience may not vary by degree of crowdedness, 
salience may be a useful area of exploration for those 
interested in more general housing and neighborhood 
attitudes.
That the neighborhood satisfaction scale does, in 
fact, measure neighborhood satisfaction receives some 
validation from responses to an open ended question and 
its relationship to the neighborhood satisfaction items. 
The open question asked simply "Does this neighborhood 
mean anything to you?" and respondents were encouraged to 
expand on their answers, which most did. Responses were 
coded into three rough categories: "a great deal;" "some,
but not very much" and "nothing at all."
This ordinal level measure was rather strongly 
related to scores on the neighborhood satisfaction scale 
(T = .53, p.4 .01) and somewhat less strongly but signifi­
cantly to the housing satisfaction scale (T = .35, p.<.01) 
(see Tables 16 and 17, pp. 73-74). This means that those 
scoring high on the neighborhood and housing satisfaction 
scales— meaning they were dissatisfied— tended to say that 
their neighborhoods meant little or nothing to them. It 
also supports the notion that the more people like their . 
houses the more they like their neighborhoods and vice 
versa. Thus, there is some comfort that the neighborhood 
satisfaction scale is in fact measuring some dimensions 
of satisfaction and attachment.
The open response to the question about the degree 
of attachment to the neighborhood (NVAL) is more strongly 
related to some of the satisfaction items than to others. 
It is related to six neighborhood items and four housing
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items. It is most strongly related to saying that the 
individual would not leave the neighborhood unless forced 
(T - .47, p.A.01). Those to whom their neighborhoods meant 
little or nothing said they would leave, given the option. 
It is also strongly related to a sense of belonging in 
the neighborhood (T = .40, p. <.01), and the feeling that 
the neighborhood is one's real home (T = .38-, p.<.01). 
People to whom the neighborhood means a great deal disagree 
sharply that their neighborhoods are unfriendly places 
(T = -.35, p. <. 01) .
People who have strong positive feelings about 
their neighborhoods also feel strongly about their houses: 
they would not leave "in a minute" (T = — .42, p.<.01), and 
they say their present house is the best place that they 
have lived (T = .29, p.<.05). They also feel that their 
houses are already comfortable and would not require a lot 
of work to keep them that way (T = -.24, p.<.05). These 
statements are net meant to imply that neighborhood 
satisfaction leads to housing satisfaction or vice versa; 
rather, they are meant to underscore the fact that the two 
types of satisfaction are related to each other. More 
than likely neighborhood and housing satisfaction are 
mutually reinforcing (see Tables 16 and 17).
Kinship in the neighborhood also bears on neighbor­
hood satisfaction. People with kin in the area generally 
disagree that their neighborhoods are unfriendly (T = -.32,
p. £.05), although the researcher occasionally heard state­
ments to the contrary. Not surprisingly, people with kin 
in the area are also more likely to consider their 
neighborhoods "home" (T = .23, p.^.05) and to express a 
reluctance to leave unless forced (T = .34, p.<.01) . ,
Nonspatial Facets of Crowding
This study is somewhat unusual in that primary focus 
has been on the behavior of a single independent variable 
(crowding), rather than emphasizing differences in a 
dependent variable (housing satisfaction). That crowding 
influences satisfaction has been demonstrated, but 
"crowding" itself, what constitutes crowding, and how and 
why crowding affects attitudes, has not been explored to 
the fullest. That crowding can be a negative influence 
has been supported in that it leads to reduced satisfac­
tion with living arrangements both within the household 
as well as outside the household. However, crowding is 
not necessarily a negative influence, nor is it consis­
tently negative within the same setting.
Much of the difficulty with studying crowding 
derives from the lack of adequate conceptual definitions. 
Most work in this area, and to some extent this study as 
well, has been restricted to purely spatial measures of 
crowding. These spatial definitions work fairly well in 
dealing with many phenomena, including housing attitudes,
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but space is not the only component of crowding and, in 
fact, as will be discussed below, it is not necessarily 
a crucial component. Perception plays an important part 
in defining what are crowded conditions and what are not. . 
And, without exception, the present household situation 
was not defined as "crowded" by any respondent.
Defining crowding is not only a problem for 
researchers, but for the public as well. The interview 
schedule used in this study included some semi-structured 
questions designed to uncover how people define and react 
to crowded conditions. Probe questions such as, "What 
kinds of things make you feel crowded?" were used in the 
hope that broader, more useful definitions would be 
achieved. It was thought that definitions which go 
beyond limited spatial measures like the density ratio or
s
Bossard Index to include perception would capture what 
"crowding" is. The results of probed questions however, 
reveal that "crowding" is a cloudy concept for all 
respondents, including the most crowded in the sample; 
so many dimensions of "crowding" remain elusive.
Asked what crowding means to them, many different 
facets of housing design were mentioned by respondents, 
but no common factor was mentioned by more than a few 
people. For instance, some indicated that living in 
attached dwellings represented "crowding." Lack of ade­
quate storage space was also mentioned. Other people's
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children and young adults were mentioned by five respon­
dents as crowding agents. The accumulation of things 
around the house was mentioned by five respondents as 
having potential for generating feelings of crowding.
Fifteen respondents thought they would become 
nervous if they felt crowded and five thought they would 
retreat to their gardens if they ever felt that way. But 
perhaps the most revealing finding of the study is the 
near total lack of intuitive meaning the terms "crowding" 
and "crowded" had for respondents. Even under probing 
most people hesitated, many went completely "blank" and 
remained unable to deal with the concepts, and some 
stated flatly that crowding was something that doesn't 
occur "around here."
Most importantly, though, no one stated outright 
that they were crowded at the time, nor did anyone say 
that they felt crowded. The notion that regardless of 
spatial limitations within the household the current 
situation is not "crowded" is supported by the modest room 
additions even the most crowded would make to their 
current houses in their "ideal houses," as well as their 
refusal to view their houses as crowded.
Most viewed crowding as something that happens to 
other people. And most had difficulty in imagining the 
kinds of conditions that would make them feel crowded, or 
how they would react to such conditions.
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Noise and unwanted guests were often mentioned as 
partial definers of crowding. Clutter was also mentioned 
frequently as a possible component of crowding.
One of the most crowded respondents (density ratio 
of 1.5 and 29 square feet of space per relationship) said 
she would feel crowded only if she could not get rid of 
people she did not want around, but added that she could 
not recall ever having felt that way. Privacy was not at 
all important to her and she laughed when I brought the 
subject up. She stated that "You can't ever have privacy 
from your family."
In addition to living in one of the most crowded 
households in the sample, at least by objective indicators, 
this respondent had just inherited a complete and extra set 
of household furniture from her recently deceased mother. 
She offered that having so many things around was 
beginning to bother her a bit, mostly because "there's no 
place to sit down." She added that this was particularly 
important since her household was composed almost entirely 
of adults who, prior to her mother's death, had established 
firm territorial rights to certain pieces of furniture.
Now she found herself cast as arbitrator, of many disputes. 
She stated, however, that while the accumulation of things 
may make her feel crowded, "people never do" nor have they 
ever made her feel crowded. Asked where she went when she
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wanted to be by herself, she responded, "anywhere; you 
don't have to be alone, to be by yourself."
Like most respondents in Oregon Hill she spent most 
of her time outside of the house sitting on the porch or 
visiting with others on their porches. The porch and 
neighborhood street, as extensions of household space may 
provide relief from internal household crowding and reflects 
an important class-related difference in the use of neigh­
borhood space which had been noted by many researchers.
Nevertheless, she was not unlike most respondents 
in her difficulty with projecting an image of "crowdedness.1 
The term had a decidedly pejorative component for most and 
was interpreted as something which happened to other, 
probably poorer people. Poverty and crowdedness were 
often mentioned together but always in rather distant 
terms. Crowding was never defined as simply too many 
people around but was always defined in terms of excess 
people to whom the respondent had little attachment or 
liking for. Only in the Fan Proper was the chaos which 
may result from crowding mentioned as an important 
component of crowding. Only here did respondents state 
that loss of control over behavior of people within the 
household would make them feel crowded. But again, this 
dimension was mentioned only within the context of having 
unwanted people around and not just too many individuals. 
Invariably, crowding was interpreted in terms of
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"additional" people, never in terms of their normal or 
current household size and membership, It was viewed as 
something that could happen to them but as something they 
had not yet experienced.
There was little difference between the crowded and 
uncrowded on the importance of personal privacy within 
the house. Most mentioned that access to someplace 
private was important but not crucial in day-to-day living. 
Many respondents, crowded and uncrowded alike, stated that, 
physical isolation was not a necessary component of 
privacy and mentioned that most of the time they were able 
to screen out household noise and activity when they 
wished to collect their thoughts. Having someplace to go 
to be by oneself was considered most important in the Fan 
‘Proper, where all respondents said they had a specific 
.room they used when they wanted to be alone. Only in the 
Fan Proper was the lack of personal privacy which may 
result in a household with large membership and limited 
space mentioned as an important dimension of "crowding."
When asked how they cope (or would cope) with 
feeling crowded most said simply that they would leave, 
scream or, as one woman said, "start swinging." One 
respondent said that she walks until she cools off whenever 
feeling upset in any way and would probably do the same for 
feelings of crowding. Another preferred to drink in a 
local bar— which, incidentally, is-almost always crowded—
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to overcome oppressive feelings of crowding. Most 
respondents, however, could not respond to probe questions 
because they could not imagine ever being crowded or how 
it would feel.
One interesting difference in the ways in which 
respondents would cope with crowding emerged between higher 
and lower income people. Higher income respondents stated 
they would retreat to a specific room and close the door 
if they felt crowded or upset, while lower income respon­
dents stated that they would leave the house if they felt 
ever that way. Perhaps this explains why one woman in 
Oregon Kill, who wanted to terminate the interview, ran 
away from me— and her house— rather than simply closing 
the door.
Another instance of class related spatial behavior 
was observed during the interviewing. Without exception, 
in middle and upper class portions of the Fan, the inter­
view took place inside the home. I was always invited in 
and more often than not, given a tour of the house. In 
lower income areas, the interview invariably was conducted 
outside the house, either on the. porch or on the sidewalk 
in front of the house. When people answered their doors 
in these areas they came outside to talk with me. I was 
only rarely invited inside and this occurred only in the 
evening— presumably for my protection, since I was advised 
not to remain in certain areas after dark.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
This study explored the relationships between house­
hold and neighborhood crowding and certain kinds of atti­
tudes toward housing, neighborhood and community. Attitudes 
toward housing and neighborhood were measured by both 
structured questions in the form of attitude scales and 
open-ended questions designed to produce more qualitative 
expressions of those same feelings. Interviews were con­
ducted with a sample of residents of the Fan District of 
Richmond, Virginia.
It found that crowding does affect the way people in 
the Fan view their housing and their neighborhoods.
Crowded people are significantly less satisfied with both 
their housing and their neighborhoods than those who were 
less crowded. Increases in crowding led to a greater 
willingness to move from both the house and the neighbor­
hood. Crowded people saw their houses as requiring more 
upkeep, and found day-to-day living within the house more 
difficult than uncrowded people. The crowded saw their 
neighborhoods as less friendly and more dangerous than 
the uncrowded saw their neighborhoods.
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The scale and item results were reinforced in 
general conversation. Here too the more crowded indi­
viduals voiced less satisfaction with housing and neighbor­
hood than the uncrowded. To a large extent satisfaction 
was derived from factors Other than the physical condition 
of a house or neighborhood. In Oregon Hill community 
attachment was an important component of both housing and 
neighborhood satisfaction. In the West End physical prop­
erties were more important than elsewhere in the Fan. But 
here too, "people in the neighborhood" supplied at least a 
small component of satisfaction. Objective indicators 
of crowding work well in discriminating between the 
satisfied and the unsatisfied, and household crowding 
appears more influential in determining both satisfaction 
with one's house and with one's neighborhood^ Neighbor­
hood crowding had little influence on either type of 
satisfaction.
In the "satisfaction" area much remains to be 
studied. Different kinds of satisfaction should be 
explored in different settings, like high rise apartment 
complexes compared with low rise residential areas. What 
are the factors which lead people to select and prefer 
different kinds of housing arrangements? How important is 
housing satisfaction for the individual functioning in 
society? Do some kinds of housing design lead to greater 
or less satisfaction? . What determines dissatisfaction in
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economically depressed areas? These'are just a few of 
the questions which beg answers at present.
Regarding "crowding1 the research problems remain 
complex. It is significant that no respondent thought 
they were crowded and all had conceptual difficulty with 
"crowding.1 The one constant characteristic of crowding 
is that it is perceived in a pejorative sense, and that 
it is something which happens to somebody else. Even the 
most crowded respondents had difficulty in imagining what 
being "crowded" would be like, so the dimensions involved 
in defining "crowding" in social terms are still not 
sharply delineated.
We know now that if one asks people if they are 
crowded a negative answer is probable. Crowding is viewed 
in distant terms and as related to other undesirable 
characteristics and situations. Crowding has been defined 
as having "extra" and unwanted people around. And it has 
been defined as part of "poverty." Never was it defined 
in terms of "family" or normal household size.
That crowding can and does affect attitudes toward 
housing is consistent with earlier research on the subject. 
That crowding has little personal meaning for the crowded 
and uncrowded alike, however,, is a new finding. It may be 
that crowding influences attitudes and behavior in such 
subtle ways that the effects appear as if the individual 
were unconscious of both the condition and its
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ramifications. Or the difficulty may lie with the 
concept itself. "Crowding" should be considered in the 
larger context of household and neighborhood space use 
and in terms of interaction patterns. The demonstrated 
inability to relate to the concept of crowding indicates 
that it is not a useful concept when considered in isola­
tion from other aspects of family and neighborhood social 
life. The obvious pejorative interpretation of "crowding" 
by respondents inhibits candor and reduces the analytical 
utility of what it means to be "crowded."
The fact that people who live in crowded condi­
tions- -as defined by the Census Bureau and, consequently, 
by other government agencies— are unaware of it and are 
unwilling to accept that definition is important for 
social policy. They may be aware of the implicit insult 
carried in the term or may be aware that "crowded" people 
and neighborhoods are socially undesirable, as demonstrated 
by governments’ attempts at many levels to eliminate it.
It is not unreasonable to assume that low income people in 
low income neighborhoods— often the target of urban renewal 
programs--are aware of the status of their neighborhoods 
as target areas (or the lack of such status, as in the 
West End). Discussion of crowding, what it means and how 
it operates belongs in wider contexts partly because the 
word itself carries pejorative connotations and in part 
because it has little meaning in isolation.
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As with most forms of social policy, relativities are 
more important than absolutes in discussing crowding. A 
density ratio of 3.0 appears to be of little importance in an 
otherwise good family environment. But in a household with no 
heat, little security, vermin, inadequate sanitary facilities 
and unpredictable water supply, even a density ratio of .5 
or less would not make the house more livable or more healthy.
What statistical crowding does, as presented by 
Census data, is locate low income areas within larger areas. 
The problems of low income families are far too complex, and 
by no means are they uniform from area to area, for government 
to respond to their housing needs on the basis of a single 
indicator of housing condition--crowding. This study did 
not attempt to link crowding with social pathology or to 
explore in depth the possible negative influences of crowding 
on family and community life, but the results of this study 
do show that people living in objectively crowded conditions 
do not necessarily perceive their living conditions as 
negative. Their perceived additional space requirements 
were modest, and overall people were fairly satisfied with 
what they had. The current national measure of crowding does 
not truly convey what it means to be crowded. In this sense 
crowding measures are somewhat artificial, since those deemed 
crowded by national standards insisted that they were not.
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The crowded in this study did find their living 
arrangements less satisfactory than those who were less 
crowded. But how important is this for housing policy?
If a major goal of housing policy were to maximize housing 
satisfaction or to equalize satisfaction among people with 
a variety of housing situations, then this finding would 
be important. But if housing policy purports to eliminate 
or reduce the supply of unhealthy living arrangements and 
elevate standards conducive to social pathology and 
morbidity rates, the results here suggest that crowding 
may have been overrated for its negative impact. It sug­
gests that housing policy may benefit by shifting away 
from crowding per se toward characteristics of housing 
known to have deleterious effects, which when coupled 
with crowding may have particularly pernicious effects 
on family mental, physical and social health.
Policy-oriented crowding investigations would do 
well to pursue it within the context of family space use.
A measure or set of measures that capture the relationship 
between space availability and family structure would be 
far more useful in policy decision making. How do families 
with more or less different kinds of space compare in 
terms of duration and intensity of family relationships.
Is the nature of any given relationship changed by dif­
ferent space arrangements or requirements? Is there more 
interaction in a crowded household and is the nature of
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the interaction different from that in less crowded house­
holds? Are family roles and statuses more diffuse as a 
result of greater or more frequent interaction in a 
crowded household or do they become more specialized.
Does space availability and use have any impact on any of 
these aspects of family life?
How does nearly constant exposure to one another 
affect the authority structure of the household? Is the 
observation that crowded people spend more time on the 
street than uncrowded people important for maintaining 
family relationships? Is it a function of the lack of 
space that crowded parents appear to lose control over 
the behavior of their children earlier than less crowded 
parents, as has been observed elsewhere (Schorr 1970) or 
is this due to other factors? Does this observed shift 
away from familial to peer relationships at an earlier 
stage in life for the child have .any important ramifica­
tions for other institutions?
Future research on crowding should explore popular 
perceptions of "crowding," the processes involved in 
becoming crowded and the impact of such a condition on 
family functioning, community and educational life. Such 
a task requires a looser design than this study to explore 
crowding in depth. Perhaps a screening technique employed 
to produce a 100 percent crowded sample would be a useful 
way to begin such a study. In-depth interviews combined
with observation techniques would produce fruitful results 
in this area. Another type of crowding which could be 
considered within the context of such a study is "use 
crowding," .or the using of rooms for many different family 
functions.
Ethnic variations on the value and use of household 
space should be explored in a variety of locations. For 
example, comparisons between the South Bronx, Harlem, Little 
Italy and Chinatown- in New York on the use and importance 
of different kinds of space and its impact on the structure 
and functioning of family and neighborhood would be useful 
information to have before public housing projects are 
designed and constructed in those areas.
In addition to how crowding affects people and family 
•life we need to know what are the conditions that are
N
necessary before people consider themselves crowded and 
how people come to identify themselves (if ever) and others 
as meeting those criteria. And how, in turn, does this 
identification affect how people behave in society? Is 
crowding part of a cluster of characteristics which 
direct the behavior often observed and attributed to 
crowding? Is it spurious or causal that certain low7 income 
areas, which contain larger proportions of crowded house­
holds than other areas, occasionally experience spontaneous 
civil disorder?
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These kinds of questions require sophisticated 
research designs and probably a multiplicity of approaches. 
That crowding can be and often is perceived and acted upon 
as a negative aspect of life has been demonstrated. But 
whether it has to be a negative and under what conditions 
it becomes negative, or positive, or neutral in its 
effects are grounds for further exploration.
While both housing and neighborhood satisfaction 
were influenced by crowding, the salience of housing and 
neighborhood were not. Housing and neighborhood do appear 
salient for the respondents but this salience does not 
vary significantly by any measure of crowding. Future 
housing researchers could do well in exploring salience in 
a more general sense, and the impact of other housing 
conditions on such salience. s
Exploring crowding in different settings and more 
generally in terms of how family space use affects indi­
vidual behavior and broader social life would benefit the 
development of an enlightened housing policy, foster in­
telligent debate and help avoid costly public housing 
mistakes. Without knowing how housing influences behavior 
and vice versa, the solutions to housing problems, and 
needs will remain remote. Unfortunately, after five 
decades of crowding research we are only now beginning to 
learn the kinds of questions that need to be asked.
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APPENDIX A
METHODOLOGICAL PROCEDURES
Target Population
The Fan District contains a population of approx­
imately 48,500 people living in approximately 19,900 housing 
units. The area includes some of the most deteriorated 
neighborhoods in the city as well as some of the most ex­
pensive and exclusive. Racial composition of the neighbor­
hoods ranges from 100% white to 100% black. The mean 
value of homes (for blocks) ranges from $4,100 to $35,000+; 
and mean rent ranges from $47 to $252 per month. The 
average number of rooms per household ranges from 2.4 per 
household to 8.6 per household. Mean income for tracts 
ranges from $6,000 to $12,500.
Sample and Selection Procedures
The sample drawn was a multi-stage, nonrandom sample 
This type affords the greatest likelihood that all four 
crowding conditions will be represented in the sample.
This is extremely important because some of the conditions 
occur less freguently than others. Crowded households in 
crowded neighborhoods are a relatively rare occurrence: 
in no block are more than one-third of the houses crowded.
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Further/ the proportion of households with 1.01 or more 
persons per room is low in all of the census tracts, 
though there is greater variation among blocks within some 
tracts.
Tracts were chosen for inclusion in the sample on 
the basis of the following two major characteristics:
1) neighborhood crowding, (since this is the only available 
means of locating crowded housing), and 2) racial composi­
tion. This was accomplished by constructing a chart 
showing these two variables and inserting the tract numbers 
in the appropriate cells corresponding to each condition. 
Tracts representing one or more of the following conditions 
were selected: 1) high proportion of crowded housing (10%
or more of households with 1.01 or more persons per room) 
and a high proportion of black households; 2) high propor- 
'tion of crowded housing with a low proportion of blacks;
3) low crowding with a high proportion of blacks; and 4) 
low crowding with a low proportion of blacks.
From these tracts blocks were selected using the 
same criteria. However, in selecting the blocks, three 
additional rules were employed. First, block selection 
was weighted in favor of the crowding variable; that is, 
more blocks indicating higher probability of containing 
crowded dwelling units, were selected. This was to 
ensure that crowded households would be included in the 
sample. Second, blocks indicating crowded neighborhoods
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were overselected in the same way and for the same reason. 
Third, adjacent or proximate blocks were chosen whenever 
possible for reasons of time, efficiency and expediency 
in executing the survey. Once the blocks were chosen from 
the tracts they were visited in order to confirm that they 
do in fact conform to the characteristics indicated by 
the census data. For instance, some blocks were found to 
have been cleared for construction or houses were being 
used for other than living purposes. In either case the 
blocks were then dropped from the sample and replacements 
selected.
Some attempt was made to build in some randomness 
to house selection. When possible a random start was made 
in blocks; where this was not possible a random finish was 
used. On each new block a house was randomly chosen to 
begin the interviewing, unless information relevant to 
crowded household directed a nonrandom start. In this 
case at least one house on the block was randomly chosen. 
The number of houses chosen on each block was proportionate 
to the total number of houses on the block.
To clarify this procedure I will discuss the 
selection of tracts by the crowded housing variable. Of 
the nine tracts in the Fan District, five contain dwelling 
units occupied by 1.01 persons or more per room in ten 
percent or more of the dwelling units. Four of the five 
tracts show a high proportion of blacks, the fifth tract
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showing only seven percent black. The tracts are similar 
in value of home, mean rent, average number of rooms and 
differ greatly only in racial composition. Therefore, 
comparable blocks could be drawn from these tracts and 
would be expected to differ only in racial composition. 
Responses from residents of the comparable blocks could 
then be evaluated to discern the effect of race on the 
responses. Comparable blocks were selected for each set 
of conditions. Utilizing this procedure three tracts and 
36 blocks were drawn, representing a wide variety of house 
and neighborhood conditions and racial composition. Seven 
blocks were selected from tract 404, 22 from 411 and seven 
from 412.
Response to Interviewing Situation 
,and Entry Problems
Overall I had little difficulty in getting people 
to talk to me. For the most part the opposite was true in 
that I had some difficulty in getting people to stop 
talking once they had started. This occurred most fre­
quently when interviewing people who were elderly or had 
suffered some recent illness. Occasionally, however, 
problems did arise and these involved the respondent's 
notion of who I was and why was I asking those particular 
questions. Refusals were few, but direct (door slams).
Much of the land in the Fan had recently been re­
assessed by the City Tax Office, some of the houses in
the area being reassessed at triple their former value. 
Evidently the interviewers from the Tax Office had asked 
some of the same questions I was asking during the early 
stages of the interview. The most common misinterpretation 
of my intentions was that I was from this office and I was 
going to reassess their houses upward again, thereby in­
creasing their property tax. In one case I had an 
extended discussion with a woman in which I tried to con­
vince her that I was not connected with the city in any 
way. She ended our conversation by telling me that I may 
■not realize that I was working for the city, but that they 
would get this information from me somehow and. use it” 
against her, the city government being that sneaky and 
treacherous. More often than not, however, the idea that 
I worked for the city was eliminated by showing my college 
ID.
Another image causing trouble for me was that of 
the real estate agent and investigator. A recently 
widowed woman was currently being harassed by several 
agencies, to sell her house, and would not talk to me 
because she thought that I was trying to buy her house.
This idea was prevalent among the elderly and retired in 
areas beginning to see renovation take place. The third 
troublesome image was that of "spy" for the Welfare 
department, although this was also the easiest to overcome. 
Qne woman literally bolted in terror for precisely this
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reason. In mid-interview she ran down the steps of her 
house (not in) and around the corner. I saw her the next 
day after she had talked with friends who had completed 
interviews and she was much friendlier and more relaxed. 
However, the overwhelming majority of people didn't seem 
to care why I wanted to talk to them or where I came from 
and were somewhat flattered that I chose them to inter­
view.
In general, the response to the interviewing was 
very good. Reception was best in Oregon Hill where most 
of the respondents were convinced that I was going to write 
a,:book about Oregon Hill similar to one about the Fan. I 
cpuld not convince them otherwise and they were eager to 
have Oregon Hill represented in a favorable light 
Response in the "West End" was also very good, where many 
people expressed the hope that I could somehow help improve 
the housing situation in Richmond. This hope elicited a 
similar excitement as that encountered in Oregon Hill 
although it was much less intense.
Interview Procedure
Each interview consisted of a minimum of the 62 
items shown on the interview schedule (Appendix B). Most 
interviews contained more questions arising in conversation 
and to probe statements made by the respondent. Generally, 
interviews lasted approximately 1/2 hour. Some, however,
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extended well beyond this period. The shortest interview 
lasted twenty minutes.
The interview began with me introducing myself and 
telling respondents that I was in the area to conduct a 
project concerning housing, how people felt about their 
houses and how -they felt about their neighborhoods.
Since the first part of the interview schedule 
dealt with the background of the respondent, most inter­
views did not proceed strictly according to the schedule.
A few of the background questions (items 1 through-4) 
about housing were asked prior to the open ended questions 
about neighborhood (items 17-22). These questions weire 
followed by the scale items.
The scale items and factual housing items were the 
only questions which were asked strictly by format. The 
scales were introduced with the statement: "NOW I'M GOING
TO READ YOU A SERIES OF STATEMENTS AND I'D LIKE YOU TO 
TELL ME WHETHER YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THE STATEMENT, 
AND IF YOU AGREE (OR DISAGREE) WHETHER YOU AGREE VERY 
STRONGLY OR NOT."
Since the scale items measure the dependent varia­
bles of satisfaction and salience, it was thought that 
maximum control should be exerted over responses to this 
section. The balance of the interview was conducted in 
a more conversational tone to maximize information yield 
about general feelings toward housing, neighborhood and
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crowding. The open ended questions about crowding, how 
the respondent defines and reacts to crowding followed 
the scale items. The interview generally concluded with 
the remaining background questions. Race was recorded by 
observation in all instances except one.
The interviewing was completed during May and 
early June 1973 with the helpful assistance of Ms. Jayn 
Robison. Most interviews occurred during the normal 
working day. Approximately 20 took place in the early 
evening, primarily in areas with high proportions of 
working women.
APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
(Frequency Distributions are 
• inserted in appropriate slots)
TRACT (by observation): 1£ 404; 1_6_ 411? 47 411 (West End)
23 412 (Oregon Hill) BLOCK ____
1. Is this a single family house? 73 Yes; 27 Nov
2. Do you own this house or are you renting? 38 Own;
62 Rent.
3. Amount of monthly rent. $73.30 (Mean Rent)
59 $0 - 60 
22 61 - 90
11 91 - 160
8 161 +
4. How long have you lived in this house? In Richmond? 
House Richmond
55 5 yrs. or less IQ 5 yrs. or less
18 6 - 10 yrs. H  6 - 10 yrs.
 3 11 - 15 yrs.  4 11 - 15 yrs.
24 16 or more 33 16 - 20 yrs.
42 21+ or all life
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Income: What was your approximate income last year? 
43 $0 - 3,000 10 .9,000 - 11,999
5 12,000 - 14,99925 3,000 - 5,999 
12 6,000 - 8,999 5 15,000 or more
(Categories read to the respondent or self reported.)
6 . Occupation: What kind of work does the head of the 
household do?
19 Welfare, Retired, Unemployed
34 Unskilled
14 Semiskilled
11 Skilled, Technical
22 White Collar
Education: What was the highest grade you finished in 
school?
50 1 - 8  years
18 9 - 11 years
14 High school graduate
8 . Race (by observation)
53 White 
47 Black
Some college
College grad
Graduate or 
Prof. School
0 Other
9. Age. How old are you? 
2 Under 20 
29 21 - 35
21 36 - 50
31 50 - 65
17 Over 65
10. Are you a US citizen? 100 Yes 
By birth? 100 Yes
No
No
11. Were your parents immigrants to this country?
14 Yes 86 No
From which country did they emigrate? _______________ ■__
12. Where did you grow up? .    . _____
41 Richmond
16 Other Urban Area 
43 Rural Area
What was the approximate size of the town? _____________
13. Do you belong to a church or attend a church regularly?
58 Yes 42 No 
What denomination is that?
26 None
42 Baptist 
5 Catholic 
7 Episcopal 
7 Methodist
13 Other (mostly fundamental Protestant)
*14. How many people live in this house? ____  record number
Who are they? (relationship to head and approximate age)
*Used in constructing crowding measures; see Table 1 for 
distributions.
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*15. How many rooms do you have? (include kitchen but not 
bath) ~ _
record number
*16. How large are each of the rooms?
*Used in constructing crowding measures; see Table 1 
for distributions.
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OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS
Neighborhood
17. What kind of people live in this neighborhood?
18. Do you have anything in common'with the people who
live in this neighborhood?
19. Does this neighborhood mean anything to you?
20. What do you consider the boundaries of your neighbor­
hood to be?
21. Where do most of your friends or relatives live?
22. Where do you do most of your visiting? In the. 
neighborhood or another part of the city?
Household Space and Crowding
23. Are you happy with the amount of space you have? Why?
24. How many rooms would your ideal house have? ____ .
What would the rooms be used for?
25. Is there anywhere in the house you can go to be by
yourself whenever you want to be alone? ___ Yes, _  No.
Where do you go?
26. How important do you think it is to have privacy from 
the rest of the family?
27. What kinds of things crowd you (make you feel crowded)?
28. Do you like having a lot of people around all the time?
29. What do you do when you feel crowded?
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HOUSING SATISFACTION SCALE (SI)*
(Cell frequencies are proportion of 
respondents giving each answer)
ITEM
Strongly
Agree
(1)
Agree
(2)
No Dis- Strongly 
Opinion agree Disagree 
(3) (4) (5)
(lj+)
1. I like this house so much I 
wouldn’t move under any 
circumstances. 24 16 2 34 24
(9,+)
2. Of all the places I’ve lived 
this is the best for my needs 
and the needs of my family. 32 39 4 8 17
(15,+)
3. This place is pretty easy to 
take care of. 31 45 0 17 7
(2,+)
4. With only occasional minor 
repairs this place is easy 
to maintain. 27 51 1 14 7
(27,-)
5. Even the simplest task around 
here seems like a major 
operation. 8 18 10 54 10
(23,-)
6. It would take a lot of work 
to make this place a com­
fortable place to live. 14 16 1 . 51 18
(10,-)
7. If I had things my way, I’d 
rather live in another house. 25 18 1 36 20
(20,-)
8. If given the chance, I’d leave 
this house in a minute. I7 4 4 32 43
The number in parentheses is the sequence number for the 
interview schedule, scale portion.
item on the
+ « that item was coded as answered for scale score computation 
- s* that item x^ as coded in reverse for scale score computation, 
2 - 4, to convert it to a "satisfaction’' item.
1 • G * j
*For distribution of scale scores, see Table 7.
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NEIGHBORHOOD SATISFACTION SCALE (S2)*
ITEM Strongly
Agree
(1)
Agree
(2)
No
Opin­
ion
(3)
Dis­
agree
(U)
Strongly
Disagree
(5).
+ 1. I like this neighborhood so much 
(3) I wouldn't leave unless I had to . • ^3 27 1 16 13
+2. I really feel like I belong in 
(26)this neighborhood. 1*7 32 5 11 5
+ 3* I consider this neighborhood my 
(32)"real home." 5k 29 0 6 11
+ 1+. I feel very safe in this 
(1+) neighborhood. 1+7 32 0 12 9
- 5. The crime rate is too high in 
(ll) this neighborhood to suit me. 11 18 5 U2 21+
- 6. This neighborhood is OK, but I'd 
(31) rather live somewhere else. 17 I k l’ 1+0 28
- 7* This is an unfriendly 
(16) neighborhood. 1+ 7
s
h 1+0 k9
- 8. If given the chance, I'd move 
(17) from this neighborhood in a 
minute. I k 8 3 31 1+1+
The number in parentheses is the sequence number for the 
interview schedule, scale portion.
item 'on the
+ = that item was coded as answered for scale 
- = that item was coded in reverse for scale 
2 = 1+, to convert it to a "satisfaction"
; score computation, 
score computation, i.e., 
item.
* For distribution of scale scores, see Table 7.
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HOUSING SALIENCE SCALE (S3)*
ITEM
Strongly
Agree
(1)
Agree
(2)
No
Opin­
ion
(3)
Dis­
agree
w
Strongly
Disagree
(5)
+ 1 .
(5)
People should take pride in their 
houses because it lets everyone 
know what kind of people they are . 58 29 6 6 1
+ 2.
(12)
You can tell a lot about people 
from the houses they live in. 23 33 6. ' 29 Q
+ 3. 
(21)
When.people don’t care what other 
people think of them it shows in 
their houses. I k 3b 20 30 2
+ k. 
(2h)
There is a lot that can be done 
to a run down house to make it 
nice if people just try. 58 ill 0 .1 0
- 5.
(6)
Just because a person's house is 
run down, it doesn't mean that 
they are lazy. 26 52 5' l b 3
- 6.
(29)
People shouldn’t be judged by 
their houses. 51 38 1 10 0
+. 7.
(13)
People who live in run down 
houses don't think very highly 
of themselves. 10 23 10 50 7
oo 
CO 
1 
1—1
People who live in run down 
houses lead run down lives. 6 17 20 37 20
The number in parentheses is the sequence number for the item on the 
interview schedule, scale portion.
T = that item was coded as answered for scale score computation.
- - that item was coded in* reverse for scale score computation, i.e., 
2 = k-, to convert it to a "salience” item.
* For distribution of scale scores, see Table 7*
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NEIGHBORHOOD SALIENCE SCALE (SM*
No
Strongly Opin- Dis— Strongly
ITEM Agree Agree ion agree Disagree
(1) (2) (3) (U) (5)
+ 1.
(7)
Since neighborhoods reflect on 
everyone who lives there, people 
should try to make others, take 
care of their houses. 38 37 2 18 5
+ 2. 
(28)
You can tell a lot about a person 
from the neighborhood they live in. 12 27 lb k2 5
+ 3. 
(22)
Poor people can do a lot to make 
their neighborhoods nice places 
to live. 5 6 38 1 b 1
+ k. 
(ik)
Just because a neighborhood is 
poor doesn't mean it has to be 
run down.. 56 37 1 6 0
- 5.
(8)
There is nothing a person can do 
to keep a neighborhood nice if 
the other people in the neighbor­
hood don't care. 27 3h 6 29 b
- 6. 
(30)
When a neighborhood is run down, 
that doesn't mean the people don't 
care about the neighborhood. 23 5b 5 16 2
+ 7.
(19)
If everybody in the community 
did their share, there wouldn't 
be so.many bad neighborhoods. U8 b2 3 7 0
+ 8. 
(25)
Bad neighborhoods get that way 
because the people who live in 
them are bad. 18 '25 10 30 17
9.
(33)
If I had $1,000 I'd spend it on 
a car or on clothes rather than 
on furniture or impro YLng this 
place. 1+ 7 15 16 58
The number in parentheses is the sequence number for the item on the 
interview schedule, scale portion.
+ = that item was coded as answered for scale score computation.
- = that item was coded in reverse for scale score computation, i.e., 
2 = U, to convert it to a "salience” item.
APPENDIX C
THE FAN DISTRICT OF RICHMOND AND IMMEDIATE ENVIRONS
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